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St. Cloud State University
TuNday, s.pt.mNr 5, 1978~
S.Ctlon A

Hotels will handle
dormitory overflow
Two St. Cloud hotels are bus ier than ever this faU--thanks to
a surplus of students at SCS.
~
By July 16 all of SCS's seven dormitories were fi11ed for fall
quarter so the housing office looked off campus for help,
according to Mike Hayman, housing director.
As soon as the dorms were full , the housing office sent
forms to 500 students still desiring housing. The forms asked
students if they would consider living in a hotel for one quarter
and moving on campus for winter and spring qua{ters. The
first SSO students who sent in a completed application and $25
received a contract from a hotel. SCS has used the St. Germain
Hotel downtown for the past three years, but never housed
more than 70 students there; this fall tl,e hotel will house 120.
- - This year, for the first time, 30 students will stay at the Travel
Wise Motel on Highway 10.
''By signinJt:contracts with hotels the students can bank on
getting a room for winter quarter and they are getting an easy
out." ·
The ''way oµt '' may be more expensive and less convenient,
however. It will cost the hotel re~idents S275 for a room only,
S73 more than ori-campus students pay. They must also bring
cootUW utensjls including hot plates.
·
Hayman is confident that there will be enough vacancies
winter quarter for the .hotel residents to move into the dorms.
With the e:xception of rooma designed for. a si.ngle occupant,
Hayman said he does not think anyone will have a single room
until spring quarter.
•
There are approzimately 1,500 women and 1,300 men living
on camp~s and this J.e&r Ha~n has a De.fr' batch of activities
;., _ e_i.nne_cj.,. for ~ Tesiclenjs, Homecoming "is one of ... SCS 's . ~

·°'-on-11·; -- --- --- -·-

.L~_~d~or.:ds ;varf'from.:s.tereotyped fmage
Tb~ stereotypical landlord '!b~'takes

.:1:;n:r
;:1 r = ~ ~ : u : : :
classifed housina ad.

Similarly, each shl~t who l'CDts
an off-camP.US apartment does not
. necessarily waste utilities, indiscrimately d~stroy property,. and miss
monthly rent payments.
.
·
There are people in each group who
do flt these descriptions, but each
should be considered' u an individual,
according to BUI M&rCZeWsti, student
legal assistant.
,, The tey to ~t!ng, he said in a
""--i -tec:ebt interview ,:is for th·e ·student to
mate specific agreements, ·get everything in writing.and hold up bis end of
the lease.
'"Tait-to the landlord,'' 'Marczew'sti
said. "Find out everything you can
about the place. Don't be &&aid to ask

questions."

-
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problem prevention and

~v~ ~!~':in,,;e ;~!ise:

The priv~ made available by living can

~ ~ ; \ ~ ! ~ e i : : : r l~~l~:::
with the.,..iandiord, asks questions at terns can evol~e with neighbors due to
that. time . and, wheri mating 8 n noise of differing habits.
~
agreement, specifies e:xactly what is "You never get the absolute
being retited .. Marczewski pointed out. privacy that you think of, nor do you
that it is important to know ,if one is _ get the free_dom ," he said.
renting just "a room" or "a specific
Although s<ime landlord-tenant hasroom."
sles stem from living habits, late rent
Once a rental agreement has been or failure of one party to keep a
made, Marczewsti encourages -the promise, Marczewski said th"e most
student to complete inspection forms common problem involves damage
ayailabletflroughthehOusingofficeor depo5t~ returns. He said it· is a
the Student Legal Assistance Center. confusmg area because what the
. •'If the place is in bad condition, land.lord considers damaged property
then have it recorded as such ,'' he may not be seen as such by the tenant.
said. '
., Damages are specific, · Marczewski
While living in a rental unit, -said, and must .be infµcted on an
quoting the Paul Simon song, ,''One· object. They diff~ from normal wear
and respect for others, he continued, ·and tear, he e~lain.~ . ~gain .he
quoting ther Paul Simon song, "One stressed prevention, saytng that
man'sceilingisanotherman'sfloor." tenants should ut landlords if nails.

Univer$ities are moving away from a strle\ 18-22-year-old
orientation u they begin to ezpand their programs to include
older and part-time students.
SCS Is part of thi, tread.
•

~=~~'!°i.iaa1 =: •~=•~!e's°"J=:

·coordiJlator in the continuing studies office.
·
· Campuies .are achieving' a minute of ages, interest.i:
part-time and full-time students, she said.
"Everyone is a shldent whether they•~ 18 or 'l9 or 41 or
42," Simpson added.
SCS attracts a diverse shldent populaiton because it offers a
variety of programs as well as professional improvement
courses ._. and opportunities for personal enrichment, she
explained.
.
.
'1berc's also an emerging flezibility in scheduling," said
Diana Kaspet, another Outreach coordinator.
She cited • evening and weekend classes as ezamples.

~

driven in walls and cable

~f=~~d

:!~4:rt
·before these acts
- By using the inventory list, student
renters can ascertain whether conditionsattheendoftherentafperiod are
similar to when they moved in. Use of
such a list saves time and benefits the
landlord in that he is required by state
law to return the damage deposit or
notify the student of specific damages
within three weeks of the rental
period's end, according to .Marczewski.lfthelandlordand~torcomplete
the list together there should be no
reason for late notification or deposit
return, he continued.
Some land.lords feel that housing
laws wort against them, according to
~ s k i ; who added that they also
may be affected byltereotypes.
A )ocal woman. who has rented
~ ~ on ·page~

Off-campus and e:rtenskm coanes in other cc:immtmltiei: are
part of ail a(tempt to fulftU needs in the aalverslty'• service
area which mends to the Wisconlin bqtder and u fu south u "
Willmar, according to S~impson.
. "We'i:e bringing t,he lllllvenity to them rather than insisting
they all come to as," she said.
.
The coatinulna studies office tries to utilbe SCS'1 raowces
for workshops and special one-time events such u a women's
day which Is_planned for Oct. 10 in Atwood Center. Thls
summr9'•~ FJderhostel program, part of•a nationwide effort to
•serve_olot:r citizens who have not had a university education,
was also r.oordinated through coatinulng studies.
very willing to help; find information for students
Iwho"We're
are unable to det~e. which is the proper place or _
department to find that -information,'' she' said:
·
Simpson •said a prime concern of that office is providing
information to the shldents who are not living on-campus or

I
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ca·m·pus·nealth service is
what the doctor ordered
By Amy Uebawm
StilffWrlte,

Students feel corifid~t with the type
of care and consideration they receive·
from the SCS Health Services, accor=tiv~o~~-na Yunger, admin-

~b! ~~.

0
st~~~~~1~ef:t~ ~::~.
•~
to realize that the same services are
provided on campUs as at the family
doctor."
"Our main goal is really to help .
students realize the value of a healthy

life style and the ways to maintain

that, .. Yunger said in a recent interview. "If they stay healthy, they'll do
better academically, and they'll feel
better emotionally."
The main' emphasis now is on restoring .-id fixing , Yunger said .
.
"But we're slowly changing to per-

R1mon1 Yunger, HNlth S.rvlcff
dlr.ctor, Mid 1tud1nt1 '"' confident
with the e1r1 provided by the
cariipu1 cent•r. ''Our main goal 11
rNlly to help 1tudenl1 rNIIH Iha
value of I hNllh IHI 1tyl1 Ind the
w1y1 to m1lntaln thai," 1h1 11ld.
Below, Gary Kon10r, phamacl1t.

'.·

health interest areas are available.
Small additional fees are ·required

'(

1s;;.u::i::
fjections,
: 1:t~:~a;~~J:,
lab tests that cannot
com0:

}!
...
.....

be

pletcd at the campus Iaboratqry and

x-rays .

at

~~:ie~J=~i~icybeat::::

of the service facility. Students may
have prescriptions from family physicians as well as those written by the :-Health Service doctors filled.
\

61111 PholOI by Mk:helle ' Kunz

The pharmacy is staffed by a licensed pharmacist and is operated on a
non-ptofit basis. Pharmacy supplies
arc purchased by the state in large l
quantities, so that cost savings may be
passed on to students. If the phar• , ..
macist cannot fill a prescription, he can
get the needed drug locally in" approx• '
imately 24 hours, Yunger said ..

spective medicine, keeping people
healthy.'' she Wd. "We're doing both
Edi:cation is an important aspect of
now ." ·
medical care, Yu.nger stressed, citi111
A project contributing to perspective the caJJlPW drug program as an exam.medicine is the rubcUa screening con- pie. ·
ducted during the past two springs for
"Awareness and educatirin, cafly
0
~~~UJ"~:u:: identification and intervention is em- -=- ,.
said. A 100 per cent follow-up is phasized.'' she said, "foi" people with • .-desired. All those not immune to the chemll:al sub5tance problems; drugs or '·
disease, Which can causc·deformities in alcoholi We have education programs
babies if contacct is made while prcg- and group work." ·
nant, should.feceive the immunization.
SCS is "really an exciting place to •
"That's what we .w ant," she said. work," Yunger said. "It's the in"W'c want to find out if you're im- telligence of the clientclc, ..,the inmune and if you"re Dot, what dOCS this quisitiveness of the students. Students
to you and what should you arc stimulating to be around. "
p
·
ful
With ~edicine changing, ·gr~wing, ·
she
wcr~ very success • and the students .more and more
• A health fair last February, ·pro- beco~ mixed W}th iion-traditio~
viding booths in Atwood Ccriter for•·. ·,students, Yungcr~d.tbebealt~s~ce·:·
·students .to visit and ask questions, h!Utobc"'.eryfleXJble. Yungerts~-I
~:was.a v.er; wonhwhi~ p(oject,~'-.sh~ -••ll!l!a.h~r.n;,qt!i Y~.aht s~..,,R~t ~p ~ said., A- similar fair. is Planned for contmues to CDJOY er worA. . .
,
February 1979.
"Usually after five years or so, I
. ~h quarter SCS students _are re- foun<t. l'd get bored, but it's still ex, q ~ to 1?8-Y the health scm~ fee, citing," she said. "We never have trou- ·
which proVIdes for free office v1S1ts to ble filling a position. We do a lot of
SCC a doctor ~r nurse_. laboratory tes_ts things but the staff never feels so good
completed at the SCI'VICC l~tcd m Hill as when · they've had a give-and-take
. Hall, mantowt tests and exams re.; talk·with a student."
quired for panricipation in sports and
student teaching. Group seminars deal- 1 ·The Health ~ces can work. with

:Ua!1~'t ~:!ct

!r"~

~:eemngs

ing with health and all facets of health

the individual, Yunger said, b~I the

care suC:h as colds, sexuality and students havc·to put forth some effOrt . •
emergency procedures, as well as pam- . "We don't hve any powers to make
P.hlets and information relating ~o them well," she said . .

Welcome
Back Students
...
to another year of .
:

j 'f1ut'e IS. ..ff'n~ttSl

.

PREPARE FOR:

GR~~l~CHOOL BUYS!

LAW SCHooL
Adm.i ~ion Test .
Vi sit Our Centers & See For Yourself Why
'
We Make the Dltference

...............

~

1-378-9191

We cany.ewrything frQlfl JEANS to BACKPACKS
also EllKJPEAN!fXPOHT9
~
.

Jeans
Flannel shirts.
Blouses

328 East Hennepin Ave.,
Minneapolis, MN
56414
<>ut..S.N.Y. Stal10nlyCAU TOLLFREE:I00-223-Hl2:
c.ntan In ffllrlor U.S. dUn:
. Toronto, Puerto Rico, and Swltz•rfu!I'
u.,,,.«J by HM Sl•taol Mlnnao/•

Ku ., ........,... .. .

$f.98
. $1.29

'LEE Jeans·
$8.3:4· :; .,
(factory returns) ·

.
. . - .. ...
·-·
' s·A
~mber jackets·· $18:98 ·
96 ~ i6 wlcot Y• Sea. T,ry...
••,•-

Minneapolis

RAGSI'OCK CO.
512 MALL GERMAIN

Mon. & Fri. 9:30-9:00
:ru"a,, Wed., Thura., Sal , 9:30-5:00

•.:..
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President Charles · Graham
finds it b~ to be objective
when discussUlg SCS, be -said
in an interviewJor this edition.
"I feel that St. Cloud is such
an outstanding place thaL my
first instinct is to give that
kind of answer," , Graham

Graham

"· discusses
outlook for .
1978-79

said.
He listed St. Cloud's central
location in the state and its
close proximity to the ·Twin
Cities and other areas of high
population density as reasons
for SCS's &ntinucd enrollment rises and program expansion.
- ,
Qualitative factors· also play

an important role in the
powth and life of the university, according to Graham. SCS

' offers a variety of of programs
Graham said, and the overall
academic quality is improving.
This quality-is developed with

the assistance of outside

review teams that study SCS
programs and make recommendations for their operation.
Finally, ~am cited a

Non-tracHtionaJ students
Colltlnued from ~ 1

-..

·
whO take less than a full COune load.
.
Part-time students must be made to feel welcome on cam•
pus, Simpson said. They are often unaware of scheduled events,
according to Kasper, who said the ·Cluollide should help
dis,scminate such information.
•
, "It's a critical link, reallt, for part•time students/' she

"Sood, congenial campus at- · "Regardless of major or
mosphcrc" as ~ important special preparation, the studrawing card for prospective dent will be better prepared
students.
for
encountering. and
The student is regarded as operating in the world after
an individual, Graham said, graduation," he said.
even though he admitted that
Besides striving to achieve
his contact with the individual those understandings, Graham
is limited. However, he said he said students should ·~nsider
hopes to establish more than their personal development
what he termed an " official" and establish a sense of values
relationship with students by to use now and in later life.
working with various groups Later decisions tend to be per•
and student leaders.
manent, he said, and need a
There arc certain values and solid value base:
bits of knowledge that a per•
When discussing the degree
son should acquire while in to which SCS students have
college, according to Graham. achieved a hew recognition in
He said the most important the past 10 years as being im•
function is "to give students portant residents, not just
an opportunity to learn as visitors .
much as possible about how
They have all the rights of a
the world works."
St. Cloud resident, which in•
Students should learn to eludes the right to not par•
understand why people behave ticipa,tc, according to Graham.
the way they do in addition to He said no one is obligated to
discovering their heritage and become involved in communi•
culture, according to Graham, ty politics or special projects . ....
who added that they also need
However, he said, students
to have a basic understanding have become involved to acer•
of the business world.
tain cx~cnt! which be feels was

evidenced in last spring's ciiy
council election and the conti·
nuing Tenth Street Bridge con•
troversy.
Student involvement,
however, is not at a high
point, according to Graham. •
"We arc in a period of time
when students, like many
other clCfflents of society, are
more concerned with their per•
sonal problcriis," he said.
He said the outlook for the
coming year is an optimistic
one, but problems arc in•
cvitablc.
''There are issues and ten•
sions that arise every year and
I'm sure this next year will be
no different," Graham said.

table ~th the university. "
She said many students advance to more challenging
material once they have co~letcd-a short cowse.
·
The package courses consist of program materials and
cassettes, wh!ch the student uses-at liome, then corresp0nds with
theiostructorbyP.hone. Tw~tclevision.c owsesinvolvcwatching
programs on Channel 2 and reading assigµ,ed textbook material.
~me part•timc students can earn creclit toward a degree for

::r=

American ·

r:.:::

Cancer
Society

said.In addition to providing information and somewhat tradi· :ri~k
s:,~~ff:~~rot=~n s!b'::~
tional cours,ea for the not-so-traditional student, the women ex• completed can be considered "experiential learning" and be
plained that community short courses, package or cor- counted for coUcgc credit.
respondence cowses anti television classes are also part of contiThe part.time student, the community resident whO takes
We want
nuing studies. Approximately 50 short cowses arc offered ea.ct, an occasional short course and the nurse who improves her pro•
to cure cancer
f!:· t~b!'1ur:i~~b
fessional skills through an extension course all illustrate a ch angin you r lifetime,
ered.its and deal with introductory material . .. ;
. ~ ,_.
ing attitude toward non.traditional students which is reflected in
-.. ''For many of them it"s ah introduction to the"'u nfittslt)' as .an in~ ~ enrollment, according to Kasper and Simpson.
Simpson~d, addipg.!.'lt's;a ~.~ Way~o-~pte_t9mfpr•_ .....-.•,.
•.,.
· ..
, -~·-. .....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,_.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.
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·vou'II never have to miss

;agame...
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WJON is your sports station in Central Mnnesota.
Listen to WJON, radio·12for.Huskiesfootball action. Wewill follow

tlie cor:rplete schedule of Huskies· liome and away games.
•

·•

Students y,e~ back! Ult into tiill sports by tuning into ~urday' s game (Septerroer. 9th) as the Huski.es take on St. Thomas
at St. Thomas.
-.
-

YMI Parmlglana

llllnk:otll

s.~.,-._ -i :

...

SutNMrlnn

Give a listen.

FOR FAST DELIVERY· ~.a;;;;;~~~
19 SO.•Sth AVE.

. _- 252-9300 :_

.

•• ?.

WJON, radio 12, ~surewu'l1 neverhavetomissagame.
~
.·
·~:•.'
f,;•·: <:·~ .
'.
~--- .

.:

mtt:j!)jer
:@ijtbtn
Ceroen nlat Plaza:-21st Ave . .North & 8th Street

0

· · Ge~~an-Bliivarlan At~osphere
Leisurely Dlnl~g
House SplN:1•111••
R8ubens, the best in town .
Bratwurst, Ahienhaus
Hot German Potatd Salad

'-Apple·& Cherry StriJdei'. ··· .
• ~~r Hosts: Ken & Pat Wicke Call 251·9749
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Classes cause confusion
ByPbBBakla

Slal{Wrlw

ADVANCED THEOLOGY
412: Can God make a mountain so high that even he
can't climb it? Will the trinity be expanded to include
Laverne and Shirley? This
class will help you get confused without the help of
drugs.
•

Students will need special
permission to enroll in this
course because the last time
it was offered, 1,673 males
and 3 females signed up.

. PROOFREEDING 101:
Learn how to spot printed
misteaks with eaze. All of the

CbroDlcle's proofrccdcrs
have passed this course with
Hying kolors. !

SEXUALITY 331: Fmd out
why bisexuals arc an asset to
our society. After all, they're
cheaper than cars and a good
!~peed docs the .job jilst
. f"mc. There_ will. be a special
· ·study on autosexuals, \vltich
are people who regularly
have sex in cars. •

jAVELlN CATCHING Ul:
This great sport is really catching -OI! fast. Fmd out why
it's the most popular pastime
in Waite Park and pick up a ·
few pointers along the way.

INTRO TO DRUGS 233:

SOIL CONSERVATION

Learn how to shoot up marljuana, sniff amphetamines,
snort brandy and all sorts of
good stuff like that.

236: There's a lot of growi!I
to go 9vcr in this course and
the student is expected to dig
up quite a bit of research for
a quarter project. Special
fees are involved, but they're
dirt cheap.

CO-ED NUDE WRESTLING 169: Better hurry i(
you'd like to enroll in this
course; it fills up quickly.

• -·

- - - - - - - - , - - - ~ -'-'-,.
- - •- • _ _.;...;...._;;....
• ..;h"'- •.:

1st fall edition welcOlleS students
Nearly 15 Olnmde staff mffllbers SJ);ellt five weeks interviewing;'writing,,
Idling advertisin&. typing and photographing for this 40-page orientation edition.

•

.

Associate editor $180/quarter
Managing.editor $180
News editor
$90
Sports editor
Arts editor

Reporters
Production workers

varies

Phot-ograp·hers
$40
ccountant· . $60
Circulation manager
.

·':'

.• •. ~

·

, ~. ~

.

.$2.65/hollf pl~ tnil~ge

_

.

But. this paper began long before July 17 when the assignments were
made. Story and photo ideas were in the formulation stage since some of this
year' s staff worked on the 1977 edition. Each successive staff tries to make its
effort the best, even though malty of the stories bear a stripllg resemblance to

Ad salespersom·:-• .·.· . .

~,C~~ed..:h,~';,:;.io'; objective in prod~ this,·the iargcst .edition of

·

ble. At the same time, we hope to increase the awareness of returning students
and inform them or the summer's· events.
,
-,
The orientation edition is also aimed at SCS faculty, staff and•administra-

Typesetter

"' the year, is to familiarize new students with as much of the university lS possi-

lion 4nd wdcomes them back for another academic year.
- . .. ·
If we have failed to meet the needs of these groups, we must be cnucized
and encourage ow:.....readers to do so by stopping: in the office, calling or
writing. Similarly, we are interested to know what aspects of this paper the audiena: enjoyed .
··
Publication of this newspaper should meet the readtfs' needs.
. Fifty~ne Ouoaides lie ahead for the staff and the readers we ·serve.
. Wc'~e looking forward to a busy, successful year.
·,

.

136 Atwoocf
.. . Center
.
...
.
'

I

The Oroalde staff is eqer to begin will not be
The ~ re- ~
a new year.pd hopes to maintain a ,~serves the right to. edit lengthy letters
good relationship with the readcn .
and' will not print potentially libelous
To eliminate confusion and possible or offensive letters. Letters to the
misunderstandings, Cllro ■ lcle editor become property of the newsdeadlines are stated here for the paper and will not be returned.
·
-

Porttec1.

=

~u~•

next week's edition.

vit!!1Cr:f~tf:=:":o=O:
· and needs known. -

~CpD~~

Deadlincs for notices and classified
adv~are-'noon'Jµcsdayforthc
Friday"editionand noonFridayfortlie

Tuesday edition. The same deadlines

apply for submission of letters to the

editor, guest essays and story ideas.
The d~dlines_will be a~ered to and

·

-

;

Chronicle·

-~-~91illilb¥StCb.fh■ u~,Mlln1t,~lt~MQ_;~~--,,c;
-==t:_
~1_.,.pro-1c1a,1o1um1or,_,.,.
-~~..:-!t1or~~;::::;_s~'!....imi~L=~:=-.~= =~~
_,., The

~111c1en11, rec:u1w oi 1c1,,,;;,.,111,1~ 0111w ~ I Y --

Severalpositi,o nsremainopenontbe
L-io11w
,IW¥'
bllUbmlt■11
......
Ql'Ollldestaff. Applicationsarcbcing
taken in•136 Atwood Center for asso- ::C.!:Q.11ner.,as_.esoi...;1~1i11Ylib9ioul,.,.-.i.t. A111"""~1hlpf0f$'T'lol 1hotl)O.ltlb~1M~no1,
ciate. managing, news, aru ·and sports
s11ttmernben--,bl~112'6-2148oi2!6-21a.
editors . RcporteTs, production ' EdilOI' •...•.•....
workers, typesetters~ cartoo~ and ~ : : , :_-··
advertising salespersons are also need• ~- ~

no~u:sdw:==s·,mwt .bc ed .

typed, ·double~paced i.nd signed.
·Anoqymous 1ett~ ~d form letters

10% commission

·

Apply .in ~tsoo. at:

\-

Staff annoullC8$~1i-~ ~- ..

.

. ......

' _I
•:'-,

"~:~ ·- •.. ,

· · also locate similar types of ·1RC staff, according to Jen''This system will also the volume we are dealin1
materials in closer proximity sen.
decrease the haasle with with,'.'
to each other," he explained.
Students also benefit from students leaving the build~Renewal procedures only
"Where can I find books on "The ~o main study areas art the readily-available equip- ing," Simons said, adding applies to the LRC. Boob
werewolves?"
the basement and the south ment and materials in the that briefcases and knapsacks checked out from the St. Cloud
It sounds like the kind of half of second floor.' ~
_LRC, ·he said. A pop collec- no longer must be. searched. Public Library cannot be
trivia question a television
Government documents and tion, located in the fourth floor
Apro:iimately_ 27 -30 ,000 renewed beyond. the initial
game show host would ask a maps have been moved from central lounge area, contains boots arc checked out each allotted time period, which
nervous contestant. Actually, the basement and this area popular, general interest and quarter.
varies with the type of
an SCS student once directed now serves as a· stu<\y and best selling boots. There are
"We tty to have returned material check out.
this question to the third floor archives stOrage area, Jensen also five typew:riters , th~ee books back on the shelves
New boots Canbe ch'ect .Out information desk in the said. Special collections, pre- coi n-operated Xerox -copy within 24 to 36 hours ,'' only for tl#O weeks while other
Learning Resources Center viously located on the south machines and tape recorders Simons said.
books can be checked out for
(LRC). •
.· " ,
h·a ttof second floor, has been available for student use.
DesPite this goal of rapid four weeks . Magazines and
While· the werewolf queS-' dismantled and rare books
The electronic'sec·urity sys- shelving and the seven-day pamphlets have a twotion may have been unusual, were added to the archives tern which was designed ·by grace period· on overdue week limit and a maximum of
quf stions asked at the infor- section. Historical books will 3M Company and in~talled books, a few mistakes do five of each can be check out at
m'!lion_ c;les.k,. oftc;n \dp"vbegin .be inJegrated with the regular about one year ago will also · haj,pen, · said .Bonnie Theis, one time. There is also a fout )
with' "Where: can J tb]cl~._i?i' •_; circuJatiOQ · o·n fourth floor. benefit students, according to assistant to the circulation album limit.
~Js ~type "of. Qu·estion may .' Because the speCial collections · LRC personnel.
librarian. Some people receive
Identification necessary in
mcrease in frequency ...fa~U area is glassed-in, carpeted
This security system helps overdue notices on boots order to check out materials
quarter with the artiv I~ of _ andJ. tias ➔windows on three the LRC to provide better ' already ' returned. A few of also differs s,ince the LRC
fres hmen ; on campus". '- ThC' side"S, Jensen said the area is ·setvice and "cut down on t~e these people overreact to the requires valid pr6of of Minne~nt rea1Tangem~nt of cer- aesthetically pleasing and will number of books that walk out notices, 'she said.
sota residency while the public
taiJi resource materiaJ·s couJd .make a good study ffla. · ~ Qf he~.- permanently,'' said ' ' 'They don't realize that library requires a library card.
also prompt such questio.ns .. ·. Third floor now coDtains Mike · Simons, circulation with so many part-time A student can apply for a card
. There are two basic reasons periodicals, maps, govern- 1,ibrarian.
student workers and the large and check out books the same
for
the
organizational ment documents and refer-.. When books, are checked volume of books we deal with, day. Proper identification,
ch!,ftges, according to Hai1aJi ;-ence books. ·Toe· incre&seq_ out: • t¥Y · ~ - desensi~d,.· that mistak,es arc bound to • showing
curJe~n. head of LRC pubHC ~'efficicncy madt. "' l)Ossible by Simons~etpl•ined. · Tlie ~larm happen," Theis said. "Actu- 'rent address if possible,. is
services.
placing si~ilar types . of 5?Unds ~hen·a student ~es to ally, we . spend about 200 needed. It takes two to four
"We . wanted to d~ek>p ·,resource materials together leavewttha book, that,tias n~t- ovei:dues every twQ weeks, we'ctstoreceivethecard ·aftet
some student study •~as ~d .. will .benefit both studentSi a_n~- ~-~n: c_!)ect~ OUf
·- • ,: •hich is~•~ ~ad ~nsidering ~pplicatiOn. '·
·

~~~rra,nl service helps .
j

•.,

,·1-; f' .., , ~;,, .

.

students
-find work - .
.
'

'

in various career field,

Professional or business skills ·and meaningful
e1pployment after gra<!uat!E>•,,•re goals ,'!11!\ic:li J t , ~ •
pljl.ccment service attenufai: ·t~ aid studepts 'm ~tiainlD.g'. -

•·:· : . Reel Cross .
.
is pounting
. . onyou.

NORTH·STARSlil& SPOKT

; During the 1976-77 academic year, the Career P~niog
and Placement office helped · match 2,539 applicants • to
employment opportunities in education, business, industry
~d ROVemment.
.
.
TJ:te office, in the Administrative Services Building;
~es SCS students faculty and alum.¢.
. -

"up

For ~LL.Your Skiing Needs

•PtjOf, tq gta<lwition, i student Pict's
Arid' comi,tetes,~
activation tit ~Whicll inCJiideS a data sheet and a course
listing. The student also pays the , state-mandated SlO
placement fee. A transcript is not part of the student's file
but will be added if the employer wants it and the student
rcque~ its inclusion.
•

CROSS COUNTRY AND DOWNHILL

:Noqni that job opportunities in elementary education are

we offer a wide selection of quality clothing

-better for men than wozµen, Larson said that an appllcint
who worts ·hard to find .a position and ts jeographically
mobile will be succesmil In fliicling a teaching position.

11;J.~:nc:-:.ii:.i~f.r~':'1..~q~:r.r::e:j~•~

NOTieE

The office divi(es applicants into,,.. two groups, . the
TC&cher Education Program:and.'-B:USiness, ~Industry and
GovetllJl!ent. Each apPlicatit rece:fveS 8 ~weekly placement
l ~_g in his 01'_.h~!·~e!~:-- /~ ; . .~.. ·~-, ·,·.
.
BU.Sines5Cs and. ibc!usrieS aO·hot recruit .on.cam_pus. to the
extent they did iri tli~ past and school recruiting for teachers
is n~arly . DQn-exi.stent. Director Walt Larson predicts '&D
increase in recruiting, noting an upswing in the,job market
in th~ busid'ess, industry and aovemment fields .

.' · lars'.cm saia' fii·an ~t:~ew th~t·t11~;·1~mC~ ~ce has

:f;.dyfu-=:
~J!~;;~af~f:1£~ w~:::~f: 6:
requests from

Wearismn,too.
Oir objlctM is far ,-111 ~ F11.
I.Ifourexpertihelp ;a.·111~ Ifie 1q1ip111111t
•

- iHArs·RIGHT FOR YOU.

to
'.school districts for special edue&tion, ·speech

=~=-~:!".'li-f.:.~~r-

TI

uallof~

:i

· P::' .. icai "edUcatiOD l~fflale et~eiitary .cducation, ~
studies and art' educi.tion candidates are not as successful
in finding jobs, however, he said. Larson estimated that 61
per cent gfthe graduates from :elem~nta? education had
found jobs in their field, but noted that this figure may be
inaccurate as.many apP.licants who have found jobs often do
not report their success to the office.

Larson was ,optimis?c ~bout, the ~ture j~ prospects,
pointing to an upswtng m 1he busmess mdustry and
pernme~t fields, and adding _that'be feels the worst in the
1education Job market crunch ts. over.
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Experienc·el.OJlTD STAR

Where to worship no worry for .SCS
meaningfully in the lives of in the Newman Center. The
By Jeiry"Webater
members of the community." United Ministry is the joint cfStalfWrl,The center, according to fort of the Presbyterian,
Several religious organiza- Vos, is actually a parish Methodist, United Church of
tions on campus offer students church, with the university as Christ and Episcopalian cburopportunities fof spiritual its parish and its primary ches to offer · students from
growth and fellowship as they IllllllStry With studcnts; faculty these denominations
pursue academic careers.
and staff. The center's focus 1s ,fellowship. , The ministry has
The Newman Center, cqmmunity worship, aod:Vos informal worship services each
United Ministry in Higher emphasized the staff's interest ' week at St •. John;s Episcopal
Education, Baha'i Campus in involving studeiits in both Cltych but these serviCCS arc
Club and Lutheran Campw ·1>Iamiinirand partidpa"tingd n not intended to supplant attcnMinistry all offer services to the regular.... wo~p servig;s. dapcc at one of the area churstudents within the framework The centct offcn:three-cl'edit clies involved with, the
of the students' religiow af- theology classes- on subjects ministry, aCCOl'Cli.ng to Fribley.
filiation. lntervarsity Chris- ranging 'from the Old TestaA new ··emphasis this year,
tian Fellowship and Campus 11\CDt to Christian life and the Fribley said, will involve faculCrusade for Christ are non- Catbolic Cburch.
ty members from each of the
denominational clubs wbkh
.A Slwlent group plans-week- four partidpating churches acoffer opportunities for Chris- ly soc:ia1 activities and the .ting.as spiritual counselors for
tian fellowship and growth.
Newman Tance is a place to students. Another new project
The Rev. Bill Vos, of the gather for Asnack from6p.m. will be a bi-weekly newsletter,
Roman Catholic Newman to 1 a.m. daily. The Newman Secolld <llroaldel, which is
Center,said,"Weexisthereto· Center is located on the nor- , not merely to be a house
create a presence of dnarch to tbeast comer of the campus.
organ, but will serve as a
the university community. We
Peter Fribley, director of forum for a number of ideas
~ that in diverse ways to
U.nited Ministry in Higher and questions to be raised by
_p~ ~e ~olic CiUffl! . _Education. also has his office . mem~- of the ·bniversity

Off-campus housing
ConHftuecl from pagt 11
co~~!0 0~~.!dlords have the
rooms to college women for 10 years maik.et and they can pretty much get
said she wu not sure if landlords were
stereotyped by renters.
''Wbenever we have a problem our•
selves we're prejudiced to the other
side," she said.
Soine students arc jwtified in complaining about their landlords, she
said, but qualified that by saying
renters also take advantaae of landlords.
'
•
."It's a two-way cycle," the woman
said.
The fmancial aspect of this cycle is
currel'ltlV in the lan~ords'. favor. ac•

what they want."' be said:
However. be added, the market fluctuates and several yean from now
· 18Ddlords -could be hurt by decreased
enrollments. They also mwt be careful
to keep rent within reason, Marczewski
said.
~
' " If you charge too high, who's going to be able to afford it?" he said.
Landlords also must strive to keep
.their renters happy by; fulfilling any
agreements, he continued. Satisfied
customers could draw .more business.
how~er, ~ • k i:.. ~ d. ! -J orm~

renter's opinions could incorrectly influerice a prospective renter.
·
"Don't deal with the person in the .
abstract, '" but .deal'( with the l:'roblems
that may have been encountered," he
said.
MarC?.CWski empbasiz.ed. the impor·
tance of _ realizing the --;rights and
respogsibilities: inherent in being a
r~!~I" yoi/' sign• i contract, you're •
bound by it."' he said. "That can work
for or ~nst you .. "
·

.* Frames · *Heaters. *Sheets · * Spreads
* Matr~ *Pictures' Accessori~ /

*

students~.--.·.-_,__ ...·.;

commu·nity, he explained.
United Ministries also has
. weeklyfcllowshipandpot luck
gcMogethers.
"1fother campus religious
organization, the Luthcrah
Campus Ministry, has its offices at the .Meeting.Place, 201
S. 4th St'., aa:o~ from Holes
Hall . Its emphasis, accordidg
to Mary Kuhlman, is "availability to provide rcligiow scrvices to the campw community; for counseling, social ac'tivities, worship services and
small group activities for staff
and faculty as .well -as
students. "
He stressed that the Meeting
Place and the ministry's program were open not only to
Lutherans, but to everyone.
The Lutheran Campus
Ministry activities include 6
p.m. services each Sunday at
Newman Cente·r, Bible
studies, special interest classes,
such· as guitar· lessons and

stained glass work.shops,
weekend retreats and singing
groups. Social activities include a weekly · supper. a
Wednesday noon soup lunch
and camping and canoeing
trips.
The three church-related
ministries also join together
for some activities as Christians in Co~peration.
Representatives from the
Baha'i Campus aub, Campw
Crusade for Christ and Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
could not be reached for comment on their organizations•
activiti~.

Ai:n~rican
Cancer
Society
More.than
30 mjllion Americana ~
have quit smoking.
. JOIN
GROUP.

THE

10:30 • 8:Q!) t-llon .• Fri.
10:30 • 5:00 Sat.

Phone: 253-1~·1

·

Turn your

back to school.

~,c
- ~-

'·

end -

At the
(!f a long day
in the classroo~, turn
to the Wu Museum for
rest·and relQ&"o:ii.
As yonder mip shows,
the Wu offers .9onvenience along-with the best in
records and tapes; and
a ready market for
.cl~ used albums, too.

~USIC
i4tJSIC

-ed---~~,pee -

.

28 So.-~ifth Avenue
Cat the ,n<l.9! the .-iau, just off Germaine.) -·
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Parking· tickets enough to cause car-diac arrests
Information about campus the regulations, he said. ..
facilities and student parking
During these first weeks the
areas will be readily available university will iake "a differto new students this fall ent attitude towards tickets,"
through parting lot assistants Radovich said. He added that
stationed at lots with heavy Until students know the rules,
traffic, according to William it would not be in aood
~adovich, vice president of judgement to ticket them.
administrative affairs. ,
Parents dropping off students
"We found that tO be so early in the quarter should not
successful last year that we'll be ticketed harshly eit}Jer, he
have it again,'' he said.
said. ,.
Seven or Cight students will
The time limits in C lot
answer questions and direct (west, of<.the Performing Arts
parting traffic for the first two Center) accommodate on-camweeks of fall quarter, making pus residents and commuters
sure new students understand : during the day. However,

there is no C lot parkin2 from
3 a_.m. to 7 a.m .
"We find that people
(residents) park south of
Halen beck Hall (M lot),"
Radovich said.
·
With residents parting in
the all-night M lot, C lot is
open for commuters, he said.
On-street parking limits,
now set at four hours, arc
"very good,'. Radovich said.
A proposal by the student
senate parking committee
which would extend the limit
would pc-n.tlize commuters, he
said. T iu.' parking spaces

would be filled for longer time
periods, limiting the turnover
of those using the spaces.
Commuters come to campus at
various times and usually do
not stay the full day. The
four-hour time limit is ideal ,
according to Radovich.
"Anyone who will be on
campus for eight hours should
park farther away," he said.
Improvements on M lot are
under way, Radovich said.
The lot will pavcd; fenccd in
and liJ;i:hted, and curbing will
be put around the lot. The
c:onstruction was planned to

coinci& -.i,th the wort being
done on the south side storm
sewer proje,at, he said.
" We waitld until that was
donta to start. c:onstruction on
the lot," he ¥!d,,
A parting lot is also planned
for the land south of Halenbeck Hall, lladorioh said.
Qearing and leveling of Ibo
land bepn this - · lllif
the new parting lot Is 11W ·"all.
In the fature," lladcwlcb said.

Enrollment increases 1.9 per cent
'IJ

Students registered for scS fall quarter classes arc part of
:!'°~:~:~:.percent e!rollment increase over the 1977-78
The perce.ntage figure is estimated in terms of full-time
equivalent. (FTE) students. The number of credits for which
students have registered is divided by 15, assuming that 15 is
the average course load. This figure then reflects the
approD;D1ate" number of students attending both on- and ~
<?ff--campus classes.
..,.
The ~stimations are made by Paul Ingwell, SCS director of
instittitional research, who bases his short-term projections oa
(>Op\llation trends, the university's geographic location, the

::;tr:.=

~di~8!.:i'=eJ~Ei:::~str:=C:~fn~1

received for the year.
·
·
Altboogh Ingwell makes FTE projections to ,rithin one-tenth
of one per cent, he said he is not aure what the actual head
count of students will be this fall. He ~essed that there Would

be. approxjmately" 11,900 students, but emph¥izcd that that
figure is much more difficult to establish than the FrE.
"We have a pretty good feel for the number of credit
hours," he said, "But the number of students varies."

:=fc4:';:e~C::::Jr1,9lrt~~~f~•}~~:~ol ~

12i~1

off~pus students.
"! -,,i\1, "'ljt;,tlJ.,~
. •
The 1.9 per cent FJ'E rise for 19.78-79 is not high, aq:ordlnj~:
to Ingwell, who explained that cnroUnient rose 'i.8 per ce'.nt in
1976-n and3:6 percieditin 19n-78. Summei-sessions are not
counted in the cnrollrqent figures.
·
IngweU explained Whaf he sees as reasons fOr enrollment .
increases.
.
.
·
"We lite to think it's .programs and quality, but there are
demographic iactors," he said.
~
•
SCS draws a high percentage of its students froll'l .the Twin
Cities area, he said, adding that St. Cloud is one of the
fastest-growing metropolitan areas in the state. Twenty.five
to 30 per cent of SCS students come from St. Cloud and the
surrounding four- or five-county area, according to Ingwell.
He said the size Of Min~esota high school graduating
classes il expected to peak at 7.4,180 in 1979; that is an
increaSe or· 125 students over 1978. Projected graduation
statistics then decline, with.th~ most distant projection ,1.11 I
1990 having 49,404 high school graduates.
However, he cautioned, all factors must be considcr<.:d in
makin•g · enrollment piojcctions and a decrease in one fac i.1r
does not necessarily foreshadow an enrollment declim

(,..... . -<

EASY TO GET TO

From St. Cloud State

* TOTAKEREACH.
THE PLEASANT RIVER DRIVE
US IN MINUTES '. .•

Yams for wea\'.ing
•:crochet_- i n ~ e : .needlepoint

come ,to compare and.enjoy our

. :r:completely-new drfve..lJ1 expa"81on;
talk to ua about any of ou, many
aervlces, from checklng,ccounta to
auto-loana to Charge.

·

· nar.1
src1z=i■
.
.i

bank and trust co.

300 East St. GennaJn • Telephone 251-4400

Bonnie's ,
Spin,iing ·Wheel.
~~
· ·: ; ,.¥,:arn Shop

. ';

·Material & Patterns
10 % off any ~ with 1!11s ad

16 21s/ Ave. South

253-2426 '

j.
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:

leetu,.__..
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Indoor malt and re1taurant1 ln"Mdltlon ·
• the 1torN. Downtown, ttM It. Germain Mall run,
through the CMter ·of the lhopplng dlltrlct. Metro

buMI l•v• Atwood Center hourly tor downtown
where 1tudentl can lhop or calcti anothet" bus to
varloul partl •of the city.

A special booklet on our
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Wear

1. Flore Jeans DENIM
or CORDUROY

24-38 waist
. 30-36 length ·
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30-36 length
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&Utor'• Note: Although the campa• wu relatively qalet
during •mnmer aenloa 1978, 1tudenta, faculty, vlslton and
even animals made the new,. These two pages provide an
overpw o( people and events covered In the 10 summer
Chronlcles.

Concerts, pl_
ays highlight summer 1978 at SCS
Weekly outdoor concerts
were among the su mmertime
activities sponsored by the
University Programming
Board (UPB).
Beginning with the Powderinilk Biscuit Band, folk groups
drew small crowds to the
Atwood patio at 12:30 each
Wednesday. However, audience size increased for the
annual Lemonade Concert by
the Minnesota Orchestra.
Scheduled for Aug. l on the
campus mall, the concert
was moved indoors because of
rain.
A part of that day' s
activities , area artists exhibit•
ed and sold their works in an
outdOQr show.
UPB , which coordinated a
number of summer events,
formed spring quarter through
a merger o( the Atwood Board
of Governors and the Major
Events Council. However, the
::.tilgru1;~ not ,completed
_ Off-campus groups, such as
theatre companies, also were
active this summer. One such
group · wu the · children's
theatre segment of Troupe
Theatre.
Visual excitement and action are the: keys to successful

children's theatre. according to work with professionals. vation. peMer ca.Sting, tatting dinator.
to Scott Stroot, an
SCS Twelve students were e nrolled and calligraphy. The center
A nationwide program, Elstudent who directed "' The in the fwo classes offered as will offer a new schedule of derhostel provides experDancing Donkey" in June.
part o( the theatre.
workshops and activities this ienccs of campus life and
People often do not ~give
Another theatre group, St. fall.
academics for those over 60.
children enough credit for Cloud's Troupe Theatre, perA different sort of workshop While ent husiasm was essenwhat they can understand, he formed several plays in the took place at the Del-Tone tial, a high school diploma
said .
·
Germain Hotel Annex during trap range during the first was not, she said.
"It's difficult to find good the summer.
week of summer session .
, " Lack of formal education is
children's drama because so
Asacommunitytheatre,the
More than 20 persons took inot a bat;rier to learning, ''
many people write down to troupe tries to involve St. part in a rifle and trapshooting Kaspe~ ~aid.
children just as they talk down Cloud residents in various workshop to become certified
Participants . could ch~se
to t~em," Stroot said.
aspects of production , accord- as shooting instructors. Class- from an oral ~1~tory se';'lm_ar,
H1s ca~t performed th_e play· Iing to Robert Devereaux, room and range activities were the art of pnm1tive spinnmg
seven bmes for audiences chairman o( the board. In both part ot the five -day class. and dyeing and observational
which included both children addition to its summer pro•
The outdoors was also astronomy• The courses were
and adults.
gram, ·the group has a utilized by a camp counseling free from exams, grades and
During the week that "The year-round reader's theatre class which learned about homework.
Dancing Donkey'' was playing and the previously mentioned backpacking, cooking and . Minnesota e lementary
to young audiences, Theatre children's theatre.
wilderness survival, then put teachers also spent a week at
L'Homme Di~u in Alexandria,
The Troupe Theatre was at their skills to use in an SCS during July. They were
MN, opened its 17th spmmer one time billed as an overnight . campout at Lake trained to implement compreseason with. "Earnest in eq,erimental group.
Warner.
· hensive health education proLove."
.
"Ws An experiment for us
lnstry.ctor Dorothy Templin grams in the primary grades.
The sumnier theatre, a joint to see how many ways we can said caJDping provides a
''The weakest link in health
project' of SCS and the find to serve the community•• relaxing way to break away education is in the elementary
Alexandria FoliJldation for the Devereaux said. ·
'
from one's routine.
grades," said Frank OsenPerforming Arts, performed
Community participation
"Noi, only does camping dorf, SC~ instruct~r who
eight plays on eight consecu- was i lso sought by members give you time to think but it worked with the Mmncsota
tive weekends.
of the Atwood craft center who ._also I~ you appreciate the Lung Association on the ..:
L'Homme Dieu is designed sponsored workshops out.of-doors," she said.
workshop.

:r::e

~ ~ m = th=o~~uu:r·some
lwveyJurik,managingdlrec- students made Ice cream and
tor and SCS usociate pro- rootbeer, uleidoscopes and
fessoroftheatre. !tis intended candles. Worbbops ai,ned at
to allow SCS tlleatre students ...,a_dults in!')ug<4flc,".'~

..-er_.:_

.· ..,

~ ~ ..:
Michelle Xunz

w::1::n~~~f.tt!Pro:
participation in the Eldcrhostel . program which ran July
9-15, according to Diana
K.ui>er, SCS Outreach · coor-
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High school students ·a ad---recent graduates
were among SCS's sumJDct visitors.
The first to arrive .l 'f"ere students from 28
states who pa.rtjcipated ' in the Summer
, Jutitute in the Experimental -Analysis of

Behavior.Five SCS faculty members worked
,vith _ the/ Proan:m, directing classroom
actividcs""and-outside projects. Student projects
wei'e ,.,.C!)Dducted through local agencies and
ip.lfttutions, such as tht Veterans Administra•
6on Hospital, which deal with human behavior.
Later in the summer, 40 of the state's

~~~t pl~~r srrnt ~:w~!n~ratirs~

basketball games, one of which was played at
SCS July 29.
,
Five of the All-Stars are registered to attend
scs this fall.
""':. . While· the young men dribbled, passed and
shot free throws, nearly 300 junior and senior
high school girls practiced pom-pom and
cheerleading routines .. Instructors from the
National Cheerleaders Association worked with
the girls for one week, spending several h.ours
each day building and then mAJ.ataining
';" enthusiasm.
"We try to stress it doesn'. t take just
performance to make .a good squad, "it takes
cooperation," said Janet Zembrusti, pom-pon
in~~:~leade"rs and basketball pl;yers had
been gone less than lfhree days when the
freshmen arrived for orientation.
Apa,roDmately 2,100 new students passed
tlirough the Atwood ballroom and Sherburne
Hall while registering•and learning about thecamP.US between July 31 and Aug. 8.
"To me, it:s one of the most exciting weeks -.
on campus," said Pat Potter, assocfatC cfean 0 (
students and orientaiton coordinator.
•

y

'
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sports pqsts.,
grad~!~ J>old

Tw,o SCS
new sports positiou .. on
campus as • . result- M.,of
summer resignations and
appointments.
Dennis Lorsung, a . 1971

gradu! te, replaces former
.head baseball·. coach Jim
Stanek. Lorsung played
under Stanek for two of
Stanek's 11 years as Husi:y

head ooach.

-

. Stanek will remain on the
health, physical education
I.Dd recreation staff and will
continue as assistant foot.

hall coach: .

Bob Olson, who gradu•
ated this spring, began as
temporary sports information director (SID) on Aug.
11, rep1acing . Bill Lynch . ,
·Lynch-resiped to accept a
sports inf• ~•ti.on job at
Rutgers _Upiversity in New
Bru~swict, NJ.

Olson ~lso :''worts d in
sports 1nformation at
Southwest State University
and was·a student assistant
at SCS. He will serve as SID
until July 1, 1979. However, he said he intends to
reapply at that time.

"
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SCS admissions policies
comply with court ruling
in discrimination case
The June 28 Supreme Court
intended to benefit minority
Bakke deci£ion did not force a applicants can properly be a
change in the SCS admissions facto r in admissions decisions.
and hiring policies. according
The decision does not apply
to Barbara Grachek, affirma- to SCS. Reid said. because
tive action program director , 8Jlyone who applies by a
and Sherwoo4_ Reid , high · certain deadline is considered.
School and community college
"You'd run into it more if
relations director.
you had a limited number of
Allan Baile, a white Mar- seats," he said early in July.
ine Corps veteran , aj,plied to
SCS has "virtually an open
the University of California at admissions policy,'' Reid said .
Davis Medical School in 1973 Any person ranked within the
and was refused admission. top 32 students of his high
He re-applied in 1974 and was school class is accepted.
rejected a second time.
" The qu~stion of race
In bot:. cases. Bakke's test doesn't come into that ... he
scores and undergraduate added.
grade point average were
The SCS affimative action

t!: J:re :i5!r::~

t:r:r

~~!~ts
~~d ~iri~,8~es:ni:
under a special admissions timetables" basis instead of
program. That program set the now unconstitutional
aside up to 16 places in each "quota system," according to
100-member class for the Gtachet.
~economically and socailly dis"What we try to do," she
advantaged. None of them said, "is seek out and promote
was white.
qualified individuals" from
Ball.e sued the medical the protected class category ,
school , claiming he was which includes females, handdiscrimin·a ted against because icapped, Vietnam veterans,
.. of race. The California disabled veterans and mlnori. Supreme Court ruled the ties.-Asians, native Ameri-

~
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--- -i_~-onftui\en~1
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IIJt

Oo14nci{re1>9rt
not·yet issued
slllDIDUY

.

:eoo!:~=~•ote;
fb:ed number of places excluslvely for mlliority applicants u
"a form of an education quota
." ,lb univenity then ·
ed~ io'; the
~

canslb~=csan-:~~~~s
process at SCS is an effort to

reach mlnorlties for teachlng
faculty and adminiltraton,
·Grael>et !lli4- ·,".
~--·

s ~ ,-, scs.~-c1o~- - ,..:
recent

~
."~-·
-~ .. ,;,..--~..;; dfct·ttie
ruling in . the~ ..
.,.. Th~ Supreme Court ruling ".B atte cue because the
uys "an upllclt racial classi- university does not set uide a
fication" which reserves cer- certain number of se&ts for
tain spaces in entering clqses minorities.
to minority students is uncon"We will be in oomptiance
stitutlonal. But it held that with the law," Grachel: said.
affirmative action programs
·

A
of the rationale· the council meetings.
·was thrown out for poor
used In Invalidating an ~ Vottiig toot place for two reasons'. A lot 9f people she
amendment' for direct elec- days du.ring the last week of had talked to, she said, were
lion of senile oflicerswu- spri\lg quarter, bul ,the ballot,; exciled aboul the opportunity
released·thii summer; despite could not -be counted until the , to vote whether or not · they ...:
theass~ofBil!Marczew- judicial oouncil made a. deci- used that opportnnlty. ·
sti, student legal uslstant sion, according to former
The new senate cauc:us met ·
that it would. · ·
senate Vice President Laurie and conducted an • internal
In February, the senate Lippold.
'
_.
election ~May 25, electi.!lg
voted to allow direct election
On May 1~-:' the judicial · Renee Tunheim and Joh"n by the student ~ooay if the council met with the chairman ·Dewey president and · vice
amendment,·. which said' ·the of the oonstitution committee president, respectively; They
senate could determine the and , Tuggle to prove the toot temporary office July 1.
method of e1:eclitive selection; validity of the charges and
Contrary to that ·of previous
passed.
make a ruling, Lippold said years, the new student constiOuring the last week of nie decision w_as announced tution, approved spring quarApril and the first weet of May 22 to discard the ter, states that the new senate
May, 1;243 students voted on amendmeitt, declaring the officiallytatesofficeonJulyl.
the ameniiment, es:ceeding general' election unconstitu- In the past, the n~w senate did.
the required JO per cent of the tional. •
not assume its dutiCs until
· ~::::i~~=:sb~~·m":r!
tha'n.SOpercentofthevotesin
favor.
.
On May 9; Chris · Tuggle,
"" then newly-el~ senate
member, filed .a coniplaint
with the judicial ·council,
specifically requesting a re- versa! of the amendment and '
charging that the amendment
was unconstitutional.
The-direct election, already
in piogress, was cop.tinued
because of ertensive campaigning by the candidates
despite t~e complaint and the
judicial council procee_din~s In a preliminary meeting,
the council reviewed the
complaint and deeined four of
the eight charges as valid
technical violations, according
to Lee Graczyk, who chaired

Ju!ci::::l,:;iti~n:!:a: .~C:~;;;dericltson, 1977-78
to be available sometime -senate president, resigned
during the week of June 19, Jul)' 1 as the new senate toot
Marczewsti said; however it office. Frederickson temporarhas been deliyed. Counc~ ily appointed · Tunheim as
members weie not available president. The-appointment is
during the summer months to good for'60 days.
co~pile the meeting's minThe senate,_aCCOring to the
utes ,for the report, Graczyk constitution, tnlist elect their
said.
officers and if this is not- done
''Noone really knows why it ' within 60 days from July 1 it
&ot thrown out yet,". Lippold will noi,r,h!lvf: 1a president.
S&id in May, adding that she However; accoriling to former
did not know if the ballots senator Mite McCall, Tunwere oounted or who· woit the heim inay appoint herself as
direct election.
temporary -president for an. " The st_udents should get other 60 days until the senate
really mad," Lippoli1 said officially elects office~s.
about the direct election." And
Tunheim said officers will
1 wouldn't blame them tf they be elected dutj.rlg this week's
...
never voted on anything ' retreat or the first .senate l.olllll ....,..,. 111d ICI ....,... ...._. _,_... ,...... .,_
•again." Lippold added that meeting Thursday.
- Wlnnle-ttt.-Pooh to a ltwe chlcbn In the annual Atwood patio pet ......
she thinks ' the amendment

Offense expected to-pave ,
way on road ,to suGCess·
By Mlb Nlllder
Staff Writer

McGrath, thC -Huskies leading ·sco.r er

from a year ago w.ith six touchdowns . _
. But it is the offensive line which
"Third d~n ·and 10 from the ·37 should pave the way for these three,
the H\lskies breat"the huddle. Murch according to- Simpson. Anchored by
takes the snap from center and hands senior co-c~ptain Carl Larson, the line
offJo Neumann who poweN his Way will have quality players to work with,
for another first down.''
yet Simpson will be counting on
A dramatization perhaps, but these freshmen to give the Unit depth.
·two names will be heard quite
The offensive line is not the only
frequently over the loudspeakers at place where freshmen '!fill be needed
G

Sclte.J-'ield when the Husky football to· supply · depth. ~ r losing some
contingent opens its 1978 season ·key _players on defense Simpson is

according to head coAch Mik~
Si~pson.
_
.
Simpson, in his seventh year as
head coach at SCS, S&id he expects a
fine year from 'his team, especially on
offense. The Huskies opened pr8ctice
Aug. 14 and have 28 . returQ.ing
lettermen in camp, 14 of which are on
· the offensive team.
"We're, eq,ecting a lot out of the

~•!~n:e.,...~· .!t:=
athletes, the kind that will enable us to

•

expectirig_ help from the younger
players in this area as well.
The defensivf> line Jooks stable but
the ..inebacting· corps were depleted.
with the graduation of the three
linebackers of a year ago.
· .
- Ju for the--Secondary, ~ptain .
Keith Nord will•be the main-stay in a
git,~p df versatile athletes tl!at' might
miu the presence of gradua~ Gary.. T... M...,,. ,,.1 wll, INII . . Hllllllal • ....._. wf!a ... _.... _... ...., 11ft

~~'r~~~irf,,m;_:~a1°!.~
asset _to the team, according · .tr

~.=n:\ntlf~~~~ a sir.~ of the team is ~bie ,rill,
p:nln::11t! :C
~«::.::J:: !:c=san!e~:;
Intercollegiate Conference (N]C) a department. However, much is,e ~
v,e~ ::1='~':!'~:·team ~ ~!:~n;-J; ~!l;"~~wi!

r:=
ru~

~e:

beat for the conference championship.

receiver Curt Sauer.

The oonfetence is well b,Janc:ed, but
Names !Ute Tim Lal'wrt? Al · Cogllli 7
• Morris ~ably hu to be . the · and Dan Neubauer will be Instrument•

faV9rit_e,' be ~ .

, al . also in the defensive allgnmenL
LaPtant and Cog)in are senior linemen
while Neubauer is a sophomore who ·
played cornerbact. as well-as filling in ~
00 the special teams for kickoff
returns.
,
·
have sophomore Tom Murch starting
This year's schedule is a n1gged one
at the quarterback position. Murch , for scs ·as they opened the1r •cam.paip

.. Morris won the conference last year
wWi a 7-0 conference~ includln:1
a• 20..0 win over SCS'.
.
-5.lmpson, who has molded a S9-45-1.
con'egiate ~ over the years will
stepped in last year as a fre,hmau and

Saturday against South.Daltota Si.te, ,

played quite well, ~ g to National Collegiate Athletic AssociaSimpson, .who expects more of the tion Division Il team.·
same this year~
·. All three . _of- the non.conference
_ Joining Murch in the bj ck:field will _games are · going to ,.....be. tough,
~asse.,: ~;~~~e~1f:~
much of his Husky career.
Neumann was performing well last
yeat' but a hunting accident side~ed
him fen:: much of the season. He still

w::,~

1

=~~/!s1:';s:v!:;;J~~,r:
other running back will
junior
be

~~YS(?htbey are very
imi,ortaat ltiecause of the number of

i==

young...,_. we have. We will" force
- oun'etvea to llliir a lot of people to get
them ree,.1y fiir die coalerence," '.
Simpsop said.

.

Brian

and Dan Neneuer .,. npected •
~ r y • well II on the HUHY tpNlal telml.

·paay • till

part In

the-,...,.

.._

.

.

Space, not spirit lacking -in intramural _athletics
&iltor'• Notei

Tbe

~ atory·hy t~amellts.

-

taking place at HaleDbed, Eastman time ,.
·
and the Campus Lab School.
. ;"'Itisdifflcultforthestudentstoget
Pat Potter, chairperson of · the 'intothegymorpoolsforopeouse.''be
teams. Athletes participating ln, Master Calendar Committee, _said the . said. ·
•
thf:!5m/~rtrei!t~'!nu=~ ·= 1e:. space is· a fu nda mental. is
Sµi.dents ~ sign up for intrp.u.rals
It !s ~~t getting practice time · Eastm~ shouldf be more organized,
individually or as, a team. , ..a student -.for _ mdiVldµal teams. The Master more in favor of students' use than it
y,ants to particle_•~~ ~d is n~ on a C~eDdar C~~mittee must wade currently is," ~ayman said.
team,_.Vanfossen will try to assign the tbfqugh a rese~~tion process during
Vanfossen ~ the · intramural
student .to a team_.
~ spo{_ts, P~er uld.
· program has received suppo:rt from the
A_van~ of groups get together to
. There ~ a pnority system in Stud,eot
-Activities · Commitcompete, .according to VanFo~o. ~hedullng, she said.
'
tee, which funds intramural sports . .
Teams ~ formed from a ..floor ~ a · . .Organized sports such :'I v~ity ~d
' -There are people 00 the COmmittee
dorm, ~ma house,·or from a soro~fy, mtramurals . get . ~ prionty ~ who ... real~e the importance for a
fratermty or other group.
schedu~g. The biggest prob!em 11 · program like this," VanFosseo said.
Presently the intramural _progr~ ~h~uling areas for club athletics ~nd
"LasJ winter, there were a lot of.
f~s a •~ of space, ~e said.
pen recre~tion, . other ar~ which nights 1t was 1S to 20 below zero a11;d
The~ 15 00 practice space. !0 r VanFosseo oraamzt;s.
students turned obt to participate or
teams,! Vanfossen said.•Competition
Mike H!yman, ~ o r of res_iden- watch ,. VanFoSsen said· ''There must
spacejs limited also. Intramu~ teams tia1 life, s_lld that a m&Jor complam~ of be a i'.cason these stud;nts come out
are spread acro~s campus, '!'t!t ~on stud~nts ~ the lack of open recreation ·.here."

Cheryl Madaon ad Gall BoweD la . Sports participation is divided into
n,pdD1ed from the April ·21, 1978 men's, women's and co-educational

Clnalcle.

·

It is a program where closet athlet~s
and old high school ;stars can shine.
The SCS intramural program provides a showcase ,for students, as well •
-u supplying fllem with e:rtra-cµ"rricuJI.(_ activities. . ·
'_
"The university bas no obligation to
provide people with eitr.a-curricular
. · actjvities--somethif!g to do,." _Recreatiopal Sports Director J~ VanFossen
safd. "The univ~rsity's main purpose
in ofteri.ng recreation is to suppiy ·•
physical outlet for atiyone who wants
· to ~ advajltaae •of it." •
The pro~ consists of four main
Sports: footbail, volleyball, basketball
apd softball, with periodic special

;:s~
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Cooch says

·Husky harriers set
-fl/!'. Some may consider cross country to be picturesque, but it is
a demanding sport, according to Bob Wu.lax, head coach oL
the men's team.
Wulax is h~ding into his ninth year as cross country coach
&'ld will officially open practice for his runners on Thursday.
f'or most of the competit~ practice is a yearly event, ..
especially if the runaers want to maintain a competitive edge,
Wulu said.
This year's -squad is an experienced crew that should be
very competitive in the conference, according to .,,W ulu. Led
by senior co-captains John Sybilrud and Tony Shockency, the .
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~Pty: : ~ ~f ce of Dave
Helping to fill those spots will be seniors run O'Brien, Bob
Stuza, Jeff Pagel, Bill Boles and Chester Barton. The top
underclass contenders include Corty Jackman, Tom Johnson,
Karl Krueger and Steve Krych.
lbe season starts for the Huskies Saturday at Golden Valley
with the only home meet set for the following _weekend.
As for the women"s cross country squad, Karen Thompson
begins her fifth year as Husky bead coach. The season for tlie
women starts Sept. 16 at the SCS Invitational. Thompson was
out of state and could not be reached for comment on
the up-coming season.

Opponent
SCS Inv. (Co-edl
UM-Duluth
U ol Wlacon•ln
St. Olaf Inv . (eo-.d)
Carkton Inv. (Co-ad
SCI Inv.

1&
22

1:30

at-ldlll-Uit-

1:30
1:30

Menbto State Unlverltty

1:30

leuthweet State Untw.nlty

SCS _
graduate inherits,rQl~t~-~,~~p9.rjs ihfo d'irector
.f

~ ~Bill~yilc.b
or• . ), is1
ac:ttn:-sii> ·ln:-the spring
~:--···-·r:.
going to be a tough act to follow, accordlng to Bob Olson,
"Bill is a top-Dotfh SID and the thing~ be has done have .
recently appointed to fill that ·spot.
proven to be effcctfve so I won"t c~nge many things," he

:.-;~inforrila
~

;,,~19~,.. Ob;H/~id. ·; ·•

'ie:-::::=i:;:!mW,t;!tOr;::.~we azpa;,~=e~:i=~-':'1~s~.
effective Aug. 15 and runs-through July I, 1979. At that time
the job w.ill be advertised... and• applica7ions , tateii for the
position.
'
Olson, a 1978 SCS graduate, received a bachelor of elctive
studies degree with an emphasis in mass communications and
publiC relations.
•
"I knew Bill was looking for jobs at other schools, but I
really didn't expect to be named to the. post," Olson s'aid.
· "I had applied at..- other schools, but didn't receive any
offers. Th~ pickings are pretty slim in the SID field,' ' he said.
Olson attended Southwest State Univer:sity for three years
before transferring to SCS.
''I started nuf at South"!est as student manager of the
I. basketb,U team and did some sta~tics work befo~e moving up

,; ·

~ ~ .. •

~

producing

~lson;s ~ponsibilities include
press
releases, brochures, feature stories and promoting the spo,rts
departioent through the media.
·
"I have complete confidence that J can do the job. I did all
the chores for.a ~ar as '-student assistant so 1 don 't see any
problems,'• Olson said.
',
.., don't see much difference between the job here and when
I was ,actinR:-S_ID at Southwest. I tiave the same duties,
although there are more sports here, so there will be a little
·more responsibility," he s_aid.
,,
Olson is assisted by. a full -time student assistant and some
r '11:-timt work study1studen~.
"'The competition for the job in July will be tough, because
the SCS sports department is well noticed throughout the
country, but I definitel)' plan on reapplying,•• Olson said.

Bob Olton

Fore

--.

Golf squad optimistic about approachi-~ ~eason
ByllldlBaber
Staff Writer

After his -tellm - won two
major tournaments and finished high in a third last
spring, coach John ... Oxton is
optimistic about tlie upcoming
golf season.
- "We had an excell"'ent
spring warm up and I'm
looking forward to the season,
I

.

for 11te ·school, according ·to
Oxton. He was a conference
medalist his freshman year
and was on the all conference
team his sopho~0re year.
Oxton described other re,urning lettermen: junior Scott
Thomas, who matured over
last seaso_n, on several occasions .was _Iow man · for the
team; · sophomore Earl Lanolle, who broke in 1as. .... a

r---:-~---

freshmari, shows tremendous the tear,, With the lettermen as better "than the University of
promise; ,fransfer Greg John- automatic qualifiers. Each Minnesota; we have ·only one
son did a good job wh"en he week the top' six are picke4 tQ perso~• . mi~sing from that
became eligible in the spring ,p1at,youginh· t'ttth,seto'ut~uhrnto•. munesnetsa't . te~~~'e will . delint'tely •-•• a
and Bill Anderson can be 8 1 h<
en
uu.
counted on to score when the lettermcD, tie .dded. .
run at the conference charnpneeded, Oxton added.
"We have -~c•be·s t nucleus ionship in Duluth, Oct. 5 and
· "There will be a 72-hole ' in several years," Oxton said. ~- The University of -M~netryout the s~cond week of ' 'Our best "!in in 1977 was .t&e sota-Duluth will probabJy be
school, an~;t-nyone is ~elcome St. Jo~'s Invitatiotial. Th~re. , the favorite with
to try out, -Orton said.
were 19 schools competing Moorhead and BemidJt al5;0
_ The top 12 peopl~ m~e. up . and we finished 11 strokes strong..ieams," Oxton, aaid. •

~~•to.

1::,r - ' '

-·

l,y

I

922 SL Germain
Downtown

1

201 E. SL Germain

-ie1;;7v~•1e~~:::~ head the list ·
of returning golfers. Senior I
Dav~ Reichel is experienced I
and has 9one several thiriRS :~ _ •

._. °1·

.-,

c~:. I Jerry's Submarine~ ·. .-

Thintlookvery·g<><><;lasfaras -.l
~~:r:a;:t::«,~!;:g
ference (NIC) champio.nship," .I 1
Oxton said.
_ "Everything points to our. I
being in ~ntentio~: We arc a
vet~ran team wtth exper- I
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Pres/dent soys

j)fficers remain active during summer
ByAmyUobmaaa
_ SlallWrller

With "involvement" a tey word in her vocabulary, student
senate Pres. Renee Tunbeim conferred this summer' with
Garry Hays, state univenity system chancellor,~ SCS Pres.
Charles Graham and St. Cloud Mayor Al Loehr about student
problems.
Loehr consented to place two students on the city council
parting committee. Tunheim is authorized to choose the
students who also will act as liaisons to the student senate
parting committee. An extension of the four-hour partiqg
limit on streets around campus to sll: or eight hours will be one
.. of the first concerns discussed. she said.
Also, the ~u~dwort w&s laid for acquiring a wine permit
tlirough th>, city council. SCS already has a one-day beer
permit for special occasions.
Throughtalbwith Hays, Tunbeim said she was able to voice
some of the students' ideas concerning the faculty evaluations

;::~o:::.\h~:Cr

:v':iC:ati:::~: s'::~ JCi~~g~ t~:ud~n!!d
However, the Inter-Faculty Organization (IFO) is opposed to
stu4,ent intervention, she added.
''Gary Hays has been very instrumental in giving the
students the opportunity for input, '' ·she said. ''He knows that
we want the evaluations, that we're not faltering from that

position.''
.
. .
.
A national program, new to Minnesota, 1S m the planmng
stages for SCS, Tunheim said. The learning &change is a £1:ee
service for students and the community. Anybody With
expertise in a field or subject can volunteer to teach mini
classes. The tentative list for classes ranges from scuba diving
to photography. The project is a certainty, Tuohelm said, but
no dat~s have been set.
1 •
"There are a Jot of loose ends to be tied up, contracts and
things," she said. "I'm really excited about the program. All
the knowledge we have running around campus can be used, .
at no cost to the student."
· ,
· · .,..
A two-day retreat for the senate will pteparc them for the
year ahead, Tunheim said. The senaton will~concentrate on
learning parliamentary procedure and "whO'S who on
campus.'' she said. An en~ afternoon wilf be devoted to
"btainst!)rmin(," coming up with goals and objectives and
listing them in order of priority to the students.
Long-term directives such as campus parking and activity
fee reductions will be discussed, she said.
''Some things are just not resolved in· a quarter ot, a year,''
she said. '.'We have to identify the Jong-term directives So
that we can start working on them."
Tunheim hopes the two-dafretreat will prepare enough f~r
the 1978-79 school year, even though half of them are new .
But, Tunheim said she is "very optimistic about the future."

The hours
· are long,
butthars

O.K.,

the pay ls

lousy.

But as a volW1teer
you1l get.to help America
stand a little taller. And you1l
stand a little taller yourself.
America needs your help or
we wouldn't be asking. Your
community needs your bele,

People 18 or 80: we don't care
aslongasyoudo. VISTAis
coming alive again. Come alive
with us. VISTA. Call toD free:

_,

~VISTA

.._.,.,..
m!I .;,_,__.

·A GREAT .HAIRCUT
'

505 Mall Gennain
St. Cloud, Mi'L 56301

_A GREAT HAIRCUT begins

with

personal likes and dislikes. .
Workirlg"with· )'Oil' facial shape, )'Ollr hair_

)'Oil - )'Ollr

teirt:irl! and quality, your life style
and, _ inosf.. impoJtantly, yc;,ur own
. Pl!~SO~~r, pref~renc;.es, the staff-of

.

- A GREAT HAIRCUT off~,
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Bort Carleton

Faded Glory
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·
Major Themes In the Old Testament
periods of Israelite history;
' ·l'.'.,;1 - .approaches to reading and inter-

~

needs a.lotof:good,
hardworfting~pebple
with_bright ideas.
~

• •

1
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-
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·1h:Jl!etlng.
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:.(";'l<;'\ R"v. Peter Fribley, Ph.D •
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,- ·
Introduction to the origin~. con•
ten, and lnteq,retation of Matthew,
Mad: an«! Luke. . .
S. Trudy Sch~innier; M.A •

. iEGl~TIOtJ ~
. s.,LU7, 9a.ir~ID5p.il: · '

Contact:

__ Rick Buber

Jane Eye

or

222KAtwood
.
. -·
.
--.

at'Newman Center Office
396 South First Avenue
tel. 251-32~ .

~
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-. sponsored by Christians-in-Cooperation•

4 ma/or theatrical productions
schfMjuled for upcoming year;
student lnvqlvement welco,:ned
·Four major plays aS wen as exJ1Criment8I and student productiOQs at'C amonJ ·~

. events planned for the 1978-79 SCS theatre season.

,.,1-

•

•"

"O~ahomil," the se~son:s•first Pia,:'
be perfo~ed on ·stage_\ of ~e ~
Performing Arts Center. with a student~ and crew.~With th~ stage direction )
and choreography by Hjram Conrad ~d muSical_di!ection by Sh~~ey Schrader, i
th~-production will also invol_re,:-a n orchestra provtded by the music department: ~

will

••~~8!1:.~,' ;::-:::so:\~k~:~u=:1mt Htti;:~~~;'f~!. :~~~ '

is to. be ~~ed by a o1ew S~S faC1;1I!Y ~ember. ,,DepartmfDt cbairpian Ron
P.erner ":ill direct f!!e final p~uction, ! Equus.
,
, 'e·.;·•,

i uditions for eac;h prochl~~ will . be· announced in the ~ . on ~
KVSC-FM and throbgh oo-cam~us posters. In addition to actors and:actresses, 'l
the productions will require peoplC to work on set construction, costume
pr9(1uctj,oa, J)1'0perties, sound and lijhts.
)
,,:i

:u-

n

·

·

.

,

•,lit•· I.

_;~·

••.r: 1J;h~ theaj:re ,d eputme.nt· makes· all sets· and costumes. The departme,ts :t
phJl0;5opbyi ri accordlng .:,tOJ (acuity' ·member.' 1H&rvey Juril:, is thaf I muing ··
eve:eytbmg from scratch .~ ~.._ ~~u~te 1-~ ~g experie~~-~ r

;~~r-. ·

Each production traditionalfy involves five or six weeks of rehea~ai ·llnd
productions run for seven consecutive days on Stage I.

1

The department ·will hold an open house early this quarter, inviting1' all
mem~rs of the university community. especially those considering ,
involvement in the theatre program. The open house will feature a tour of the .'
facili\ies, a slide sh?w from past prqductions, displays of props ,·costumes and ~
--2 set p1~ ,~ ertar ~freshmen~
•rm•! .,,,:.,"f'q_ o\-"\- ?-iJ 'll'

- : : . . ~Th"'fsc'S .th'e atre department J.lso operates Theatre' L'Homme Dieu, a '
Students get lltYotved ·1n •II upectl of eampus thNtre\ production• ,uct; ·.. summer theatre north of :'\}exandna, MN, in a partemership ~th ~e
w81 preHnted Winter qu•rter In the Performing Arts Center. Alex~dria ~a Arts Coun~. ~e program.offers SCS students an. mtens1ve •
'
···
· . e~nence m theatre wo~king with professionals.

CJi~flliplloto·

, "Tenderloln" which

Programming l>Qard coordinates campus
activit,ies
'
.

Imagine younelf . on the
photie talking tO Hall and
Oates• agent: . - .
•
Perhaps you have contacted
a famous novelist and arranged for him to speak on
campus. Maybe you selected
the movies to be shown on
campus during the . coming
year. .

.~

Could

~uua -

lte!f_Crc?s5 test?
swPl\ll\lftg
"'™'
l.~-l00Ydl.
2.5idafflilcc-lODYds.
3.c..wtllrokc-lODYds.
t.kkcnwl-50Yds.

5.0atia,dl.Occsoat,)-50Ydl...

jobs involved ln the student- •,
run University Program Board
(UPB).
Composed of nine commit•
tees, UPB is designed to
provide SCS students with a
variety of programs and
activities throughout the year,
according to Kathy Klouser,
UPB graduate assistant.
"Thett's no limit to commit•
tee membership .. :we definite•
ly need hel with Home•

Jtfir~t

·c oming," Klouser ~d.
· The nine UPB committees
are: arts; concerts, rum and
video. mu11ic, outings, public
relations·, recreaton, speakers
and · forums and special
events. The committees, usually · ranging from five to 30
members, meet once each
week, according to Klou~.
The arts committees deals
with the fine arts and spodsors
art shows, ballet
u

~theatre and music and dance
groups. Those who enjoy
hlldng, conoelng and camping
might want to serve on the
outing committee to plan aitd
supervise outdoor events.
The music committee pro-vides small concerts . and
coffeeholise en.tertainment.
The Atwood coffeehouse features such -~ obners as Bat.
With, Sean:? Blackburn and
Dakota Dav,: Hall. ~

Jreshgte~i'un · gr4.~r.c4

373 - 4t~

!i,ue. · ff;., ff;t. Qlfo~b,'

~i~~:'. 56301

@ffice 11lelephone_: 251-8277
Rev. Charles F. Stevens and Rev. Ed~ard E . Breeden

6.'lllrm(onfrmc,badc,lliik),.

7.'Swbcedift-underwMa-lwiln-20Ft.
8. Ilwobe-llclll with dallD -5 mim.
9.1.oaalhalkiwdn-e.
111.l\llllWllfrontclm.
11.IO-minulcffllll. •
~wha\lMCllaRcdO.rwim .•
-~tiow!oupit,:aabt.

. Sunday Wirship Services 9:00 and 10:30 AM

'Tbadasoodr-.

.......

w~ bilin~

drownin1 is a 1triou.

Ull ycm' llone, we ta,chl 2,55,203
Amaic..-lOdrown-ialhck¥tndif•
,-nnm--weotfa-.alamm1he
c:ouau,.{blodcnt&ll1,-olthelmiinl,

-•wlth ....
_,

~AmericanRcd

Crou don-is done by dedka1td 'rol•

Young Adult Bible Study 9:00

.

StudentsinterestCdinworting with the board should visit
Atwood 222A and fill out an
application, according I to
Klouser.
''Besides getting to meet
people and sharing their
knowledge, there is alSQ.. the
feeling of acconiplishing
something and contributing to.
the university," $be· said.

:5lfft~·.!:=!:.!!.~~·~ .

- - l?ivaricial aid still available ror fall quarter
~':;' :!?.t'.!.'!..,..;!:..~•.•J_.f,f/:'".'- '·' ·····'.'.' .•." ...:'.<:;;' ... , _ • •• • ••• ' •••

..,,,,~

~ ; - ; , ...
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I Although there· Once may
I have been a stigma on receiving financial assistance, according to Frank Loncorich, the
trend has reversed and people
are saying, "Everybody else is
getting some financial , aid.
Why can't I?"
Loncorich, SCS director of
fmancial aids, said that as
more students become aware
of the availability of funds for
education, more apply for
them. SCS students last year
received apPrC)ximately $7
million from siate and federal
source, including the Min•
nesqta Hiaher Education
=B)~t~: fedcrJ~~
arant proaram, National
DiRCt Student Loans, the collcge work-study program and
various bank.in.a institutjons . .
The federal aovemment

[:Tu.= ~:~~~«:;
R~lifation
program .given

•

•

•

•

.,

•

source show satisfactory pro•
gress toward · obtaining a
degree. Loncorich said this
means that students must pass
an average of 12 credits per
term.
Financial aid can be obtained through loans, grants or
work progr.ams. Loncorich explained in"\an interview that
most loans must be repaid,
while grants are gift aid and
wo rk-study payments are
made for hours worked just as
any other wage. Last year
1,479 SCS students earned
$697,000 through the workstudy program, accord.in.a to

sOrrieWhat each year as
enrollments rise, Loncorich'
said.
In calculating the neb:ls for
a coming year, Loncorich said
the financial aids office must
consider past trends, projected
enrollment and anticipated increases in attendance costs. He
termed the procedure atr"impretjse science'.' because of the
variables involved.
For those entering students
who may have a financial need
but have not applied for
funds, Loncorich suggested
that they submit a needs
analysis document to the

Lo~:i;
the entire financial
aids program, 5,400 students

tf1~c:~oarc.«!!1e:d !':s~
institutional application for

(approximatdy) 55 per cent of
those enrolled) received some
type of assistance in 1m.18.'

assistance.

They should also
indicate on the ACT form that

'l':c~~~:

~~=

funds because although the
March I deadline has passed,
the board continues to award
money until it is gone.
' Once the forms have been
submitted, the financial aids
offi~ will assess the students'
eligibility for assistance. If the
student does not qualify to
receive state or federal funds,
Loncorich explained that his
office may suggest on-campus
employment or a guaranteed
student loan from a bank.

:l c'tl~J:t

~r~ ~~v"::

On-ca_mpus housing
Continued fr,m page

•The SCS rehabilitation
counselina program bas
received a $110 492grant from ·
the Departm~t of Health ,
Education and Welfare.
George Petranaelo, · assistant professor of psychology
and director of the Prolf&ID,
said the funds will be used during 1978-79 to prepare vocational
rehabilitation
counselors in a graduate proThis is the 12th year the program bas received SU$=h a

: ;-::!:1t.':l'&c~ ;:~lti-11uo~"'
'1

!

grant.
'
.
There will continue to be a
need . for rehabilitation ,
counselors. Recent legislation
, seems to indicate an ever increasing need," Petrangelo
said. The program averages 20
students per year.

ReclCross
is counting'
Ol\you
-to help.

+.

r..

:~use 0 cJ

earliest events, which Hayman hopes the dorms become ~volv•
ed in. He is also Plannms a welcome week, Halloween. parties, a
furniture auction, the second annual beer and polka party, the 1
.,.last lecture" serici where faculty present-..a speech as if it were
their last, a career awareness month, . a spring carnival and
possibly some tutoring.
~
1
Llnnae Klein, a doqn resident for three Ye&ff and Mitchell :
, Hall,'s new assistant director, also has some activities planned. l
, ~e believes stu~~ ~ho budget their time~ be able to make
time for dorm acuviues.
l think you meet more people when you live in a dorm,"
: Klein said. "It is easier to get together with people from classes
to do homeowrk and eating with people at Garvey makes supper
a.-social how.!'

aram.

~o,,I

tl

they want the data submitted
The number of students ~to the basic grant proaram.

I

$11(),492

r,.
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HANO PAINTED
ENAWELSHASHI
' EARRINGS

14 KARAlEGOLD
·or STER.ING
SILVER
ITALIAN .CHAI NS
-

-~101J.,111, •IP.lft.

· ·Loncorich said there is
always a chance that some
type of financial assistance
may be fol,lnd for a student.
Similarly, he said, the program is flexible to accommodate changes in need.
"Nothing is etched in concrete as far as our awards arc
concerned," he said.

GIFT COUPON

10% OFF ·

Cindy welcom• JOU to her
sllopandoffenthis&ifttoyou.;

If you don't know Turquol .....

know

your

turquolN

dNler.

Clndy'1 haa the hlgheet quality,
lowett prlcea and larg"1 aelectlon In Mlnnuota Including:

Jasper, gold, dlamondl, turquolM, coral , opal and malechlta.
Locatoed acrou from Zayre.
Phone 253-9094
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.Welcome to St•.Cloud
Mmic Sheets, Folio88nd Methods
.
Le.ons
.
Guitars·, Violins, Banjos, Ma~dolins

Dulcimers, Autoharps
General Musical Acce880ries .- ·Band Instruments

Friendl~ ~ ·Perional $«,mce
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Complete
. 1jusical Instruin,iot
' Repair ~nice

253-1131
5] 6 Mall Germain
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Office answers questions,
coordinates all aspects
of Hfe for SCS students
The human side of campus life, incJuding the coordination
of a majority of acthjtics and services, is the concern of Student
Life and Development (St&D).
"
Located in Atwood Center, SL&O deals with housing, student activities, fmancial aids, health services, recreational sports
and other aspects of SCS life. Complaints and suq:cstions are
also handled through that office, according
PaVId Sprague,
vice president for SL&D.
.
"If a student has a complaint about the food service, or i.
suggestion," he said, "they bring it to us."
"In addition to the -services mentioned, we concentrate on

,o

the devdopmcnt of the students, help them grow," Sprague

~:~ention is an example of this development, Sprague said. '

Assistant Vice President Ed Myers works with students who ~.... • - ·: ~-.
have quit school for one quarter or more and have returned. . .:i. ",.£'
Research is conducted and surveys uc studiecl, and the data ii ~
used to plan programs, classes and activities for students.

:~:.=t~f=l~;!ti~:~
~'i:u~c!~~~~=:::r.rer~

f:r':~ein~d~ng Student
~ ~
The SIAD offtce is not just administrative. he said. but
.....~ . : ~..- .
handles such thinp as the master campus calendar, all Atwood r.. ~-:. • .
~~~ _..~;..,r- ..~ ~ : - t ,-;.; ,., ~.,.
Center activities. the student handbook and .the student I.D. ,...... .., ....anni..ei,,,.. . . . . .

=
.

No S"!imming

. .

~dents_can fmd .
"rwould just.expect that we aet more phone calls here than A flock ot c1ucu dlereprd • warning to 1t11y out of u,a • • • at Lake George.

IID)'Wbere on campus/ ' he. said , "They tend to call here for.~y

information about -campus."'
·
·
SL&D"s admlhistrative duties ae not its most important
feature, Sprague said. The staff M\ to determine student neecb
and represent those needs to the umversity, he explained.
''This is·one of the busiest parts of the university, .. Sprague.
• said.

MOTOR. iNN

PHONE (61 2 1 25t - ,5AO
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ST . CLOUD . MINNESOTA 56301

Catholic Newman C.enter
Outdoor Openlrig M_~
_
Barden Park, 11:00 AM, Sept. 10
· Other M ~ "Sat . 5:30 pm
Sun . 9:00 am & 8:00 pm

.. Shack Lounge
-♦ Griffin Room for-tine dining

:♦ Private parties:and banquets

·Welcome Students!
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~ MATADOR LOUNGE·&DISCO
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f1SCO(VERYMTEATl.fXJPM .
♦ OPEN7 DAYS A WEEK
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.COh.D~BEER

···3·p:ffl. to•1 a.m.

Exclusivijicfisfril>'utor of FLAT IR<:JN

«FREE PARKING
·

In ·the L°?p ~Ing Lot

1:.- shi_rts

1

• DINING FACILITIES
-~ p.m. to 9 p.i;n_.

l)ri,1 kqet our RECORD STORE and DISCO DANCE,

INSTRI£ TIONS by af)fOIJssKJll8i dance inst11JCtor.

. HIPPY Hour S p.m. • 7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. ; \ .
..
. .,
.
' ~ from tM P•rt 'n Shop Lot 7th I Dhislon

HaveaGooctYear!
1 Block i'brth of the Court House
202 t-b. 8th Ave .
251-9982

(P..,.1M••T--.Y.-......l.19711

The First American to sail
into t~e oceans of space
was a Navy man~
5 May 1961.
3 ... 2 ... 1..:·we have a lift off'."
And America had its first man in
space. Commander Alan B. Shepard ,
Jr . USN .
•
In 1962, the first three Americans to
orbit the earth were also naval aviators:
Lt. Colonel J. H. Glenn . USMC; Lt. CommanderM .S. Carpenter, USN; and Commander W. M. Schirra. USN.
·
When these men joined the Navy,
they saw the world all right. From outer
space 1

.

.

Not Just An Ordinary Opportunity

The U.S. Navy is much like any other iarge ~siness in many ways.
We have annual-openings in a wide range bf careerfieldsand demand
well educated individuals to fill thelie P'.)Sitions.

'

SCHOLARSHIPS
... Full medical sdlool schcllarships
.. .Ole year masters degree cash scholarships for engineering, /
math, physics, and science majors.
·
• . .. Senior year undergraduate cash_scholarships for engineering,
math ; physics, and science majors.

'
FIB.OS OF OPPORTUNITY
NUCLEARPCMIER. .. MEDtCINE. .. AVIATION ... BUSINESSADMINISTRATl()N .. .
LAW. .. DENTISTRY... NURSING...TEACHING .. -~RSONNEL MANAGEMENT.. .

:,'

-

·NOTJUST AN ORDINARY OPPORTUNITY
We don't reqOireexperience, we provide it-with: Adventure...
·Accelerated Professional grov.th ... ReslX)nsibility .. . Fully Subsidized
i:ost graduateeducation .. .20year.retirement.-.. Superbsalaries
($1,9,CXXlto_$25,CXXll/v1T.8IN4 YEARS)
·
EQUAL-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
.
f'er:suant to·public l;iW, TITLE 10 USC6016, v.ornen ~e presently
prohibited from entrcre into s:ime specific cai;eer fields; rrost
• are open to\alf, regcrdless of sex.

'!F0R INFORMA-TION, WRl:rE SR-CALL:
ENLISTED PROGRAMS
. MkeRyland
3415 West Division
·a. Ooud, MN, 563)1 _

252-1853

· ..... ... .. ;.

OFFICER PROGRAMS
_Navy.Offi(?' Information team
Second and 11\/ashington Ave. So.
Mnneapolis, MN, 55401
612-33.'>-3628 (collect)
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By Be~ Schramm
Slaff Writer

Vaca t •,on time
Spent I.n school
f.OU nd heIpfuI.
.

.

.-for early
_

"How 1 Speni My Summer Vacation" is a writing
assignment with predictable results.
At the elementary schoot level this one-page theme
might be about scout Cdmp or visiting Aunt Jane' s farm.

At the colleg~ level, the subject might be a part-time job.
· But a group of approximately 35 SCS freshmen could
approach this traditional assignment from a new angle.
:nie~e students spent their summer vacations participating in the Early Entry Program at SCS.
Tl}ree students dropped out of the program that I know
of," said Jon Lawson, program CO-director. "And that is
below the expected dropout ratio," he said.
All participating students are from area high schools.
The screening and selection of students involved the SCS
high school and commmunity coUege relations office as
well as principals and other high school officials.
The basic program required students to take both

speech and English classes, which were taught for 50
minutes Monday through Thursday for the entire 10-weet
program. Any additional classes were based on the
rcgularfive-weet ·summersession schedule. Lawson cited
several reasons for offering speech and English.
- "We felt it was best to begin with basic stills," he said.
"Also, there ·is national eyidence that speech skills have
declined in the past few years.''
_
~
_ _ _......,_ _ _.;..__ _ _. Anotfier factor in selecting English was that the
Photo poll
propam lasted 10 weeks, Lawson said. Leaming to write
takes time, 'he said, adding the regulai five-week summer ·TM Chronlde Interviewed NY«al freel'lmen during or~taUon this
IIUfflffllf'. Oreg Sev..-.on, Auatln, Mid he hoprN to do aom• partying
session would not baVe been nearlv as effective.
wtth f_rtends al SCS. SN ~ • 19 and 17B tor the trNhmen photo
Conlin~ on papa 12
·

.
en t·r1es

.

. __poll,

Campus media provide
coverag~&ntertainment
•

•

.

-
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Students maytune their stereos to KVSC; look over a CJuwalcle before class,
or C&tCh a glimse of a U1VS production while walking through Atwood, but they
seldom ·get to see what lies l;>ehind the s«nes of th..e campus media.
KVSC-.FM, the campus radio station, provides a mature of new$, current
ev~nts ilnd music, according to Jerry 'Eichten, station manager. ·
~roadcastirig at 88.S on tl)e FM dial, KVSC gets most of its news off its
Uruted Press International (UPI) teletype which provides the station with
world, national and state news.
·
"The Whole Earth" program runs one-half-hour and encompasses UPI news
cuts, state and local news, sports and the daily stock market report, Eichten
said:
·
~
·
.
· Co~Cge · and Cominutlity Focus is a five-minute broadcast on up-corqing
events . .·
.• "It's an event calendar," listing up-coming plays, concerts, art fairs,
speakers, whatever's happening," Eichten said.
,
· The announcers usllally work four-houf shifts. They are responsible for the
.music they play and are required to talk about it, according to Eichten.
"Everyone here is a volunteer. Many have part-time jobs, besides going to
school," he said.
,
A studei:it who wants to become an announcer will probably start out reading
~ix-minute newscasts on the air, Eichten·said. ''It's a good place to start. Many ..
students ate recruited from the beginning mass comm classes, but they're not
required," he said.
·
·
· KVSC follows a progressive ·rock _music format, which encompasses a wide
range of ·styles. "We don't play top 40s or music that'.s played constantly
around tmvi," Eichten said.
· _
.
·
. We play cuts off albums that aren't generally µsed--jW to coUntry roc.t--roct
an,d roll to blue giass, music that generally ~ not heard anywhere else," he
satd.
: :
ContlnuMI on

~
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SCS striving"to accommodate haridicapped-studer1ts
complete. immobilization,'' he said.
Jones cited hearing impairments,
A handicapped student is a uniquea nd
person who m~st be dealt with - "Manyofthosepeopledon'twantto
according to his .specific problems, ..-be identified and they haVe a right to
according to Jack Jones, coordinator of thcir-'OWD ·pnvacy,' ' he said.
the SCS 504 committf!e, which works
Some people confined to wheeltoward ,...compliance with handicap chairs have a similar desire to kei;p a
laws.
· low profile, Jones explained.
''.ldentificatio.n of the handicapped
"Many of those are very indepenstudcnt · is very difficult because dent and .don't need services of any
handicapped conditions may va.,. .ti'nd," he said.
anywhere from ·a heart condition to
Ho_"!'ever, Jones . expla1iied, the

-By__._, Ryan

'

Editor

•

:f.t':!!'.·!~r:N,\':1ha~dt~;:.~

~ces are available for ~ose who •is the student's responsibility' to· make
·o eed·and wantµiem. State and federal his needs knOWn to the" instructor,
laws require that auxiliary services Jones said, adding that very · few
must be provided in the class~m ~or students have used their handicaps to
students who need writing or reading gain special treatment or to .avoid
assistance or special seating or testing work.
arrangements.
. "I think they're probably, &s a

J,~

0
s~;~atltt:Cs~C:!5 s~at~:'bl~~~.~
gf~u':'~~e~i~la'e!:1~~~j::e;h:.i/
of,_the handicapped," Jones saii1.
• He estimated that theie were
. Problem prevention is attempted by , approximately 130-150 handicapped
informing instructors of a student's students attending SCS spring quarhandicaps and any inherent cl~ssroom ter, but said that is probably a
difficulties before a crisis develops. It Contlnu~ on ~V- 15 ~

Director says facilities are ready, w~iJing
~c•rc. ready," said Atwood Center Director Gary Bartlett in anticipation

of students arrivina for fall quaner .

-

Bartlett discussed three goals for which he and the Atwood staff will strive
during the coming year.
The controlled sale of 3.2 beer and wine on campus, completion of projects
to increase Atwood's accessibility to ,the handicapped and the installatibn of an
instant cash machine in the center arc among Bartlett's primary concerns. However, be said he has become somewhat• frustrated in the pursuit of these goals .
· On~pw liquor is prohibited by state law and each year the legislature has
failed to pass measures allowing its sale or consumption. i/\ special one-day permit was wued in October 1977 allowing beer to be sold at the Homecoming
dance. Bartlett said he sees the controlled sale approach as " a totally diff,:-rcnt
slant from the past."
"

"It seems to be the answer to tbc liquor-on~pus issue -

or a partial

answer, " be said, adding that he has observed similar programs on other cam-

puses.

.

Building a ramp on Atwood's west side is one of the construction/renovation projects planned, but not completed, for this past summer. Bartlett said funding apparently is not coming front state or federal sources, so the university will
have to take the initiative.
.. We'll complete the project that has been dragg~· on too long," be said.
The ramp and other such projects will help the university meet state requirement& regarding building accessibility.
To alleviate problems encountered in check cashing, Bartlett hopes to
establish an on-campus banking service which would consist of an instant cash

maclline.

This project, also, has ~ planned for .Quite some time, he said, but is stalled in the attorney .general's office. That office piust determine whether Atwood
Center has enough retail business to facilitate installation of the electronic
transfer machine.
Although Bartlett admits he has encountered problems in project completion, he emphasized the importance of exi$tiog Atwood programs and facilities .
.Approximately 8,000 student,·pass through Atwood each day, according to ·
Bartlett. They take a break in the lounae, eat in the downstain food service area,
buy small items at the main desk or use the craft and recreational facilities . And
some just walk through on the way to class. •
Both the craft center, located behind the gallery lounge, and the basement
recreation center are primary attractions in Atwood, ·according to Bartlett. The
craft center is aimed at the non.artist who likes to work: on special projects and
bobbies, be said.
To guide students to the craft area, the staff uses ''creative things to promote
that area," ~ t said. Y:ellow .. footsteps" are placed on the floor leading to
the center.
,
~
.
Downstairs in the recreation and outings area, students can bowl, play table
gam~ and _pinball or rent canoes, cross country skis and other outdoor equipment.
•
,
An acellent yeat lies ahead for programming, Bartlett said. With the information of the University Program Board and the .~fer of master calendar
responsibilities ,to the Atwood staff, information rq:arding campus activities
should be more readily available, 'be said. ·
. .
• The calendar committee will post monthly or Quarterly charts in the lounge
Iistins upcomina event&.
I
•
·
Students should "utilize &lld maximize Atwoocl because they're paying for·
it;" Bartlett said. .
.
Atwood Center ~ours for the coming year arc: 7,_ a .m..t 1 p.m. Monday
througli Friday; 8 a.m . II p.m. Saturdj,y and 10 a.m .-11 p.m. Sunday.

Setting up your apartment?
Have we,got stuff for you!
Granite City

·

Pawn Shop
·Stereos

T:v.s ·

Cala.dallll's

. Watches

--~ ·-. Typewriters -·· .•
. Mlsical equiprnt!R

G.itars .
:'
~~~·~·!

-·

I

~

Smal_lloMson ~ s e.

Ha~ we ·iOt stuff for you!
'O pen:

10 a.'n,. -·• p.m~ Mon.-Frl.

10 a.m. ·• ~ p.~ . lat.

~1•

N~. 2nd It.
; 212-7711

Administrator soys
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Greek groups incorrectly stereotyped
as highly selective, party-oriented cliques
Students are often ignorant about fraternities
a!J-d sororities, according to E1t Myers, assistant
vice president for Student Life ,md Developmenc.
•'A sorority or fraternity is rea lly a microcosm of
the real world," he said. "Ii fraternity provides a
core group of friends who come from different
backgrounds and interest's which help to develop
the whole person ."
Less than one per cent of SCS students belong to
a fraternity or sorority, Myers said . Poor proniotion
of the Greek organizations results in rumors and
stereotypes.
. A common misconception regarding the Greeks
ts that they are "snobs," accordine to freshman
Jane Torgeson.
·
"They have good points and bad points,"
freshman Dave Katnick said at orientation this
summer. "The good point is that you meet a lot of
people. And the bad point is that you get tied down
with the people. You more or less have to do stuff
with the same guys. "
The purpose of fraternities is to promote a
well-rounded college life through social and
academic activities, according to Bill Pollard,
president of the Inter-Fraternity Council.
"We accomplish this by organizing the blood
drive, putting on the annual March of Dimes dance
marathon, helping with the Jerry Lewis Telethon,
and helping with the annual Christmas party for
retarded kids," Pollard said.
.
.
Sororities are much the same • tb,e fraternities
regarding academic and social activities, aecordlng
to Linda Ottem, president of ~e Panhetlenic
Council, an organization com~d of representa~
tives from each sorority on catnpus.
"A sorority is a group of women with common
interests to provide an atmospher:e both academic
and social," she said. "By academic I mean '9r'~e
must ma1ntain a 2.0 grade point average and we set
~ certain time foi stud'(.. And by social, we have
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CAMERA RENTALS .

set to bep at 10 a.m. that
day. The IUlits will assemble
along lllvenide Drive and the
parade will C10U the Germain
Bridge . and end In . the
Performing Aru Center patting lot.
A dance bu been acbedoled .
for the e'lelllna boon, with a

demoastratton during the football game's Halftime.

G'°mma Theta Upsilon (Geography)
Lambda Iota Tau (English)
Society for Photographic Education
Sigma Delta Chi (Mass Communications)
Psi Chi (Psychology)
.

:!d... '~e:troc:~y~~:~ih:e.a~~vi:fes~u~~~ ·

=-rAPEi

Mbmesola-MorrlsA parade, ol at leut 70
lllllts and five 0< ab: hands, is

.=:"tkL~: ,~:nfnne;,.

or!:!~~~nsm:~ld p:Cr\u::~:t:d (;o:!pa~:::
their programs into a wider spectrum, pushing
more cultural experiences, Myers said.
"I can't change it myself, but f can help the
fratemitles a11d sororities explore neW ideas," he

LARGE AND COMPI.ETE sa.ECTION
OF

A football game is the event
•most often associated with
homecoming.
The SCS 1978 Homec:omlng,
entitled .. A Touch of Clan.''
is no esc:eptlon with a game
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Oct.- 14 agalmt the Unlvenity of

IIIIIIOUDCed at·a 1ater date. ..
Several of the tentatively
planned activities ue more
unique. One ptopooal is to
create a "Snake dance,"
which is a Ions line of· people
holding hands wlth' each
person followlns the one
ahead of hi!n, , An9tJ>er Idea

many activities which we get involved in such as
Homecoming , Greek Weck and our form al dinner
dances. ,.
Joining a Greek organization and the initiation
procedures arc area s little understood by many
students. Myers said.
Freshmen interviewed expressed such views.
" There is some kind of wicrd initiation. " Michael
Beta Gamma Sigma
Dantier said, " like on TV, you know . "
Delta Sigma Pi
' 'They do a lot of fun things, but they are hard to
get into." Lauri Grotto said.
Phi Cfli Theta
However, initiation is not as harsh as most • Pi Omega Pi
people think , Tau Kappa Epsilon member Jim
R.embeck said. adding that virtually •nyone can join
Colleae of Education
a fraternity or sorority.
" The most severe thing we do is make them
Kappa Delta Pi
answer the phone in three rings," Rembeck said
Phi Delta Kappa
about initiation. "The basis of a fraternity is
Phi Lambda Theta
brotherhood. We have never turned anyone down
that has a genuine desire to join."
ColJoae of Fine Aru
Extensive partying is another stereotype of
Greeks expressed by freshmen interviewed.
Phi Mu Alpha
" On this campus, fratern ities and sororities
Sigma Alpha Iota
emphasize the social aspect, " Myers said. " Not
that the dance and kegger is wrong, it's that they
Collea• of ladut,y and TeclmoloaY
need to broadeb their scope. There are other means
such as the philanthropic and cultural areas to gain
Chi Sigma Chi
their full potential. To me Greek Week should
expand tOO include cultural things."
Collea• of Llbe,al Aru and S.:S.-.

MA:RSH.'S .
. CAMERA

ev~planned
'A
T~ofClass' ,

=~n!'°th!';:::: l:

The professional or honorary societies on ca mpu s
which have adopted Greek lett er names. are not to
be confuse d with social fraternities and sororities.
These organizations grant membership to s rndents
who have s hown a strong academic interes t in a
ecnain fi eld . In most cases membership is limited
to ccn ain fields of study or interests. Social
fraternit ies and sororities, on the other hand , draw
their members from all areas of study and interest.
The profe ssional and honorary societies are listed
below:
College of Buslneu

-----,---------------~

Homecomi'!l -

3jmmRANGEFINDERS
.
1n'JoQUARTER
J5SLR

Cinema 70 251-9
1-2 31

STOP Ill AJID SEE US RIDilOF YOUI PH010

~ .
·
..... ..,
5~
· ►--------..::.-=.=..,,.-..-.:.......,==...,....='"""t

·Cinema Aris 1-2-3,
MARSH'S
•g,.~·,.1;-,• ..,,.; U0UO~-i .
t,Jt5;.~f•S.:.': ~l.6'.li~
__; .. '" .
0

i

~

BEER
·WINE KEGSTOO!I
ANDllQUOR .·
•.'"':"..

•

'

.,,.J

.

CONVENIENT·REAR Elfl'RANCE

.
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Professional and Honorary Socie1ies

·

'

, -

·

251-6602

Cloud Drive In "]
•

251 -3443

10-Hi Drive 252-2636
In· .

~

The formalities .of meeting the new
• · roommate, unpacking boxes· and
touring campus ha"ve been completed.
So, where does the new ,
unfamiliar-with-St. Cloud student go
for entertainment?
It depends on the individual,
according to Delores McClflland,
manager of th~ Skatin • Place.on
Southway Drive. Some university
students prefer the atmosphere of a
bar over that of her establishment
McClelland s·aid, adding that the age
range of her clientelo fluctuat es a

grct deal.

.

.

Red Carpet manager Jann Pattridge
outlaw to swing.
about student business , which
Students make up about 95 per
comprises 70 per cerit of the bar's
cent of the poetry reading
clientele. Pattridge said the Carpet
audiences, according to Helen
features rock music and a game room Mische, Lincoln Station ownerwith a free juke box.
manager.
"We are the last b"ig (live) music
"I think that there should be
club," she said.
things offered in entertainment 01her
Although the Cantina, Ninth
than at State like mime performances,
Avenue South and 10th Street, does
improvisational theatre ancfblack
not present live music. it too has a
theatre," she said. "There just isn't
more tban 70 per cent student
stuff like that going on ot her than in
clientele.
Stearns County Theatrical Group and
"Our business drops considerably
the university.'.'
in the summer," said Darrell Rubink ,
Such activities must be in a- quiet
manager .
place, Mische said , adding that
The Cantina serves beer and wine
Lincoln Station has a special listening
besides featuring fish, chicken and
room.
·
shrimp specials.
"It isn't loud; it isn't rowdy,"· she
Rubink is among the establishment said.
managers who feel that ·St. Cloud
The Sunwood Inn also tends
could use more diversity in
toward quiet entertainment with its
entertainment. The emphasis in this
piano bar and free hors d 'oeuvres.
community is on liquor, he said.
However, only about 20 per cent of
Another beer 'a nd wine bar,
those patronizing the Sunwood bar
Lincoln Station, features poetry
and restaurant are students, according
readings, improvisational theatre and to Dave Copa, dining room night

"We have some kids, but most of
the kids go to the bars downtown,"
he said. He added that the quality of
entertainment establishments in St.
Cloud could be higher.
"There's a lot of places, but I
don't even consider going into a lot
of them ," Copa said.
For what may be the ultimate in
quiet atmospheres, some students
freque nt Perkins as a place to study,
especially during fi nals week.
" It gets almost abused in here, "
said assistant manager Keith Olson.
Students will occupy a table or
booth fOr six or seven hours, drinking
coffee and studying, he explained. It
becomes a problem when regular
customers shy away fr.om entering the
restaurant, Olson said. When that
situation arises, he said the students
are asked to move to a back room to
study.
"We'll never tum anybody away
and their business iS appreciated," he
said. "But, some do abuse it.''
In addldoa to ban and restaurants,

However, the 18-25-year-old group
comprises approximately 80 per cent
.of all the patrons al the Trader 'N
Trapper in Waite Park. The T'N T
specializes in disco music and
·
features a ga'.me room, according to
manager Bob Cox, who ·said that
special dormitory nights are also
offered for the university population
which provides about one-half of his
business.
Cox said he feels there is an
adequate variety of entertainment
r-m_us_i..
c ..
,ang,....;;;_
.n.;;.g.f
_r_.~_m_b.;a_!u_esr..;;..as_s_an.,.:.p___
. m_an_ag.;.er_
. - - - - - , - - - -:alleys,
available.. in St. aoud. This is not the
case, according to Jim Gillham,
establiabmeaU 1acb a die Skalla'
Com~ Bar manager .
Place.
.
"Most students drink," Gillham
"Moet ■tudenta drlnk,"·•Jlm Glllhalli, Comer Bu manaeer.
How-ever, because It w-oald be
said, adding that he was not certain a
lmpoalble to coatad ■ repraeatadn
wider variety pf entertainment
,·
of eadl
tbe CUoalde
establishments would be successful,
■-pied to~lllliple tbe commulty'1
"We'll never tum anybody away and thelrbnaln"8 la
He estimated that 60 per cent of his
eatertolamnt ladutry. 'Ille
appreclated,"···•Kelth Olson, Peddna ual.a tant manaeer.
customers are stujients. Beer specials •
.,; and a gaoie room are his methods of
· catering to that group.
of Coaunen:e ud II u otlempt to
. Most owners and managers
sh'• o more complete plctan of
"I thlnJi that the,:., ahonldbe tlalna•• ffe~ .•tertalnment
interviewed said that they in some
,.tertolamnl I■ SI. au.ii.
•other
than
at
State
like
ru,
perfomuicea.
·
·
•ovlaatlonal
way cater to university students.
Amona those businesses which
tlleatn and black theatre,",-B'.elene Mlaehe, Lincoln S,fldlon
offer specials for students is the
OWHl'-manaaer,
Red Qupet, a downtown bar.
"It certainly doesn't hurt us," said · .__ _ _ _ _ _ __,,....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:..,
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"Abortion is legal in Minnesota. Now
constitutional right
to choose. For more information, contact
Midwest Health Center fot Women,
(612) 332-2311, a non-profit organiza.' .
lion." Downtown Mpls.
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St. Cloud Entertainment Guide
Rfl°TAuRANTS
Ace Bar & Cafe
-i23 East St. Germain
251-0232

Erv's Cafe
600SE Highway 10
253-0805

;ambo's
3219 DIVis lon
252-e622

Happy Chef
South Highway 152

Shakey's Pizza
•2 South '32 Avenue
25:Hl060

~

Alvle's
◄ 11

Eaat St. Germain
252-0955
Anton's Sea Gallery
Route ◄

~11

253-6775
Hard'ee•s
Crossroads Shopping Center

252-9572

252-9300

252-4477

Joyce's Cafe
525 Sou1h· H ;ghway 10

Bonanza Sirloin Plt

253-0097

253-5872
Brldgeman's
3350 West Division
253-..ao
Burger King
~~:lalon

Country Kitchen

Eut St. Germain & Hwy.10
252-0672

Croaatown Rettaurant
2920 Dlvlalon1
25i-2560

Der Bier Garden
y8ntannlal Plaza Shopping Cr.
21 Avenue & 8 Street North
251-9749

Embers
3240 Division
251-2594
Enga's
823 St. Germain
251-9762 .

Taco John 's
30 North 10 Avenue
251-3000

House of Pizza
19 South 5 Avenue

Arthur Treacher's Fish & Chi pa
3630 West Division

34-40 West Division

'·

Sportsmen's Bar & Cafe
809 St. Germain
251-txHM '

Tomlyano's Plua
7 Ave. So. & Hwy. 52-23
252-8500

Kay's Motel & Caf~

COCKTAIL LOUNGES

222 SE Lincoln
252-1742
Kentucky Fried Chicken
· 3 tocatlona ·
So . Hw'Y. 10-251-9266
25So.14Ave.-252-2626
3rd & Dlvlalon - 252-9394
Long John SIivera
3210 Weat Division ,
252-7808
Mr. Steak
2• W. Dlvlalon, Waite Park
252-8111
.

Anchor Inn
Live Ent.,talnment .
3 Division St., Waite Park
253-1883
Courtyard-Americanna Inn
Live Entertainment Nightly
So. Highway 10
252-7100
Frenchy 'a Supper Club
2832W. St. Germain
251-9818'
Grand Mantel Saloon
Live Entertainment
501 Mall Germain
251-9933

OKCafe ·
•
511 Mall Germain
252-1070
0riginal Pancall.e House
13 St. Germain
i.9100
Perkln'a Cake & Steak
3 locatlons
--twy . 10 North-.251-9128
JO So . Park Ave. - 253-0300
• t18So.6Av~.-251-90_11 ..

Griffin Room
Germain Hotel
905 St. Germain
251_.540 ~
Ground Round
Live Entertainment
2621 West Division
- 251-9986

Hombre deM undo
Live Entertainment Nightly
East Highway 23 '
252-0508

THEATRES
Cinema 70 Twin Theatres
Crossroads Center
251-3575

Ivan's In the Park
Weekend Entertainment
257-• Ave. , Waite Park
251-1300

Cinema 1-2-3
e12 Division Street
251-8802

little John 's Pub
Crossroads Shopping Center
251-9990

Paramount Theatre
913 St. Ge'rmaln
251-1221

The Office
live Entertainment Nightly
506 Mall Germain
.

253-e674
Persian Club
Disco Music Nightly
Route7
251-0251

Preas Bar
live Rock Music Nightly
502 Mall Germain
251-5911
Quarry Room-Sunwood Inn
1 Sunwood Drive

253-0606
Red Car~t Bar & Lounge
Live Rock Music Nlghtly
11 South 5 Avenue
251~7
Trader 8. Trapper
28 South 2Avenue, W.Park
2534722
.,,
"
The Visitor- Hollday Inn
Live Entertainment Nlghtly
37 Avenue & Division
253-9000

Ten-HI Drive-In
~uth Highway 10

l:>:.:-2638
Cloud Drive-In
West Olvlalon , Waite Park
251-3•43

TENNIS COURTS
Augusta Tennis Club
Hwy.152South (Indoor)
251-2512
St . Cloud State University
Halenbeck Hall-10th St . So.
255-3102
St. Cloud Municipal Courta
Call tor locatlona
·
251-9835

:;WIMMING
St. Cloud Munlclpal Pool
12th Avenue South
251-9835 (Outdoor)
~~':r~~l~th Jr . High Schools
251-6-400 or 251-1322

Treat yourself to1astefully seasoned.Mexicali -food$ made '!!th authentic spices.

ALWAYS· SUPER-DELICIOUS!

* Tacos
* Softshells
· * Burritos
* BeefTostadas
* TexasChili

* Enchiladas

*Taco Burgers
* Taco Salads

* Taco Bravo ·

'Located behind Paramount Ttieatre
Sun. -·Thurs. •1·1-a.m: , Midnight · . .

.::.•::.-\:~:-.: :,:, ·,:-· ·.:-:-~-. :· ··.<·.\·:·~·•:· ~.:. ~-:-:, ..... ·~: ····>...
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Head Shop stylists cut, curl in
b~ween-1class appofntments
•

•

I

•

"For some people it's just a
matter of convenience,"
Cheryl Molby said about her
regular customers at the Head
Shop in Atwood Center:--"Students can get in between classes and at $8-we're
cheaper for style cuts than
anyone else,'' said Molby,
manager of the campus barber
shop.
She has worked at the Head
S)lop for three years and feels
she knows how to treat a new
and concerned stuclcnt.
"You're taking .a chance
whercver you go to get a cut,"
she said. "Herc we try to.make
students feel at little better
with themselves."

,

Molby said ·she tends to. cat barber shop and not a beauty
hair to a longer styJe -for the shop, they Cannot set hair.
first few haircuts. ,'·We don't They will do some curling iron
go nuts on tl}eir hair right work and permanents, but for
away. We try to wait for the the most part they stick with
shorter cuts until they've cutting and styling. Twobecome iegular, ' ' she explain- thirds of their customers arc
ed.
men and 75 per cent .of their
Molby was the only barber customers 3.rc students.
during the summer but thcic
Most cuts take twenty
will be two barbers during U)c minutes and appointments arc
regular school year. She is recommended but not rcconsidering conducting hair quired. However, students
cutting demonstrations in the who have to wwait should not
· dormitories, because she worry because the shop has 12
believes that seeing someone different magazine SQbS:Cripelse get their hair cut gives a tions .
person ideas about their own .
hair.
·
Because the Head Shop is a ;

New college plans in making;'-._
A director to plan-a new collcgc at SCS has been appointed by President Charles
Graham.
Alfred (Joe) Hopwood prof~so~ of biological sciencCS,

7~s~f9

~t planning efforts for
About.. 25 freshmen will
enroll in the college · in Sept.
1.979. Faculty, student and ad-

'

The college is designed to atttact students with strong intcllcctual ambition, according
to David Johnson, vice president for academic affairs. He
wrote a grant proposal'which

ment.
Close student-teacher interactiori will be fcatwed in
the new college with an emphasis on.pcisonal learning environment, Johnson said. A

~:ve~ft;o~ar::'. : :
allocated $14,-500 during the
coming school year for the
planning process. Hopwood

~f~o~mi~:nf; ~e c~!i:
year will be offered, he· said.
The college may have nearly
100 students by 1983, he add-

i!1::d

~olved in theg-rou-ps~~U_~_in_-~~o_M_·n
planning.
biological,_=~h
sciences
depart-min-ist-rati-ve
pm~·-tim-e
in-llie-ed._ _ _ _ _

Cancer

I

_smoking

cures
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Permanents are amoug the halntyllng Hrvlcea avallable In the
campu1 ·Head Shop. Manager Cheryl Molby chectcs Sue Refers•
ctirl,ets.
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Paying too intJch

for _your records.
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$7.98 list were $5.99
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"the wine seller"

. : ·.
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. ..Va~lety for sole

On-campus stores offer
books,bags, backpacks

.,._

IIY Le.ue McKenzie
Staff Writer

This fall it will be easier than ever for students to buy their books before
classes start, according to SCS book store co-manager Toy Ward.
"Over 95 per cent of the teachers have told us which texts they will be
using, •· Ward said , "so we have very complete book lists available. Sometimes
classes that are added at the last moment can give Js problems. This June I met
with most of the department chairmen to find out which books I should
probably order.''
Located in the basement of Stewart Hall, the book store is open from 8 a.m.
to8 p.m. c;turing the first week of the quarter. During the second week it will be
open8a.m. to 7 p.m. and for the remaindet of the quarter book store hours will

be 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Seventy per cent_ of the store's business is in textbooks, with the remaining
30 per cent coming from th_e sale of various merchandise including greeting
cards, stamps, cosmetics and a film developing service ..
Ward, who operates the business with her husband, Dick, said all textbooks
are sold .at the publisher's list price.
•
"Many students don't know that they purchase textbooks at a 20 per cent
discount,'' she said. ''We sell an art book for $18.95 which sells for over $25 in
a book store downtown.' '
The Wards have an "anytime buy back '' policy, although they encourage
~~reu~ t:x;:ku:m :e ues:~ ~t!hfc>1?:::e: :::~:/t~ti:fe~S:.t1b~~iv~ ~
_percent of what they paid for the book. If the book will not be used again, they
receive only 25~per cent. .
~
·
"The sooner instructors let us know which books they'll be using again the
more chance students will have to receive a fair deal on their books,'' Ward
said.
•
-Last spring the Wards operated the exchange on the mall outside of Stewart
Hall. This fall it will be at the Atwood Carousel.
·
"It is extremely important to get the used books into circulation," Ward
said.
·
' , ,
said. "Most general education books won't ever t,e looked at again if they're
kept anyway .''
•
The Wards also own the Atwood Center Short Stop an extension of the book.students have the opportunity to save money.
Often a special order must be made for a book , a service Ward sa;id many
book stores are· reluctant to offer. The usual time- for· delivery is one week.

Where do you g~ ff~m here?

Stitt photo by Mk:helle Kunz

Bookl 1r1 not the only lt9fflt for NII In lhe camput booktlOrN located In Stewart Hall
and Atwood c.ntar.

The Wards also own the Atwood Center Short Stop an extension of the book
store. Because Stewart Hall is not ooen during the evenings or weekends,
students did not have access to a campus store and after a request froin SCS,
the Wards expanded.
New merchandise is constantly ~eing brought in to the Short Stop, which is ,
primarily a convenience store. It offers much the same merchandise as the book
store.
Ward said that the Short Stop may seem to small but thinks that a gift shop
should be small or it loses it individuality. Size is more of a problem for the book
st~iur location'(is very inconvenient," Ward said about the area where the
school cafeteria was once located. "We should - have two or three more
checkouts b~t there just isn 't room. All of the waiting · makes people angry
because dunng the first few weeks of the quarter all you do is stand in line for
everything.''
·
Ward added that she and her husband would miss the bi; in-s-ss if thev Jef1 it
"You _g1.n't have a goodscla>olwithout a good book storC" she said "W~
have al~ays prided ourselves in carrying Jot of books and !eying to de~l with
what kids are interested in. Five years ago we wouldn!..t have been able to sell a
;!~g!;!a~~::s~:·.•~ow we sCII more gym shorts th~n wheD they were required

a

"We really enjoy working with college students," she said. " Students are
smart shoppers ~nd won't buy poor quality. They aJso aren't afraid to ask for
what t)]ey can't find."

WRIGHT.
,.OPTICAL
( over Jupiter Store}
622½ St: ~ermain ·

251-7146

The closest optical center
:...
tocampuswitha cQmplete
line of frames and contacts: .Hard, wet, tneso·arid soft
Come see us . . . we can

help you . We. have Orange
Blossom diamond engage•
.,ment rings· . . . the most
' beautiful engagement rings
In the world . . . from the
simply magnificent to the
magnlftce'ndy simple. Timeless reminder.; of your lives
tOgether. Come see Orange
Blossom!

GEORGE C. BACHMAN

.

.

?ur offices are antique In dec;oiailon and suited to.help you select
the right styles and fashions in fr~mes.
Y_ou will rec~lve a FREE ca~e kit (Barines Hind) with each pair of
contacts polished.
Eye examinations are glven, .by appointrpents • .

Jeweler and Gemologist

ON.THE MALL DOWNTOWN
.

251-7022 ·

CUPTH}SADll'ld SAVE10%onany~erialsorservices.

6

911m· I
We do more for you.
"·

Stereo I-is the audio dealer in this area that does more for you. The highest quality equipment at a
fair price, the most personal ' attention, professional sales people, and a highly competent,
experienced service department- all at Stereo I. Stop in and ask about our "Customer Satisfaction
Plan" and the "Preferred Customer Card" . You'll soon see why we do nior'e for you.

YAMAHA

Advent

for S613 we just don't know of a better
system.

The Advent atlllty.
for the price, there isn 't a ·
'<better speaker made.
It evefl out-performs
. higher priced speakers.

·-

Justs299.90perpair. We have..

' 'Ille CR,420 I• tbe center of lhlo oyatem.
WW, a YP 211 tamtable and NSS apealler■ , It'•

Yamaha qaallty.

complete selection of Advent- incl~ding the EQ-1 ·for your CU.

.

How do they put so much stuff in such
a sm&Jl package?

Sony's at Ste~ I.

~ , FM, two 1peaken,

tam~~ and .• cauette
that recordo.
Plu ~ mike. Model
JXT6430,

PS-Tl tamtable wltb•Sany' o anl4ae BSC motor,
pla■ a preeloloa balanced """'alammam platter, and
more record·lovlna feature■•

We bave a fall line of Sany~ Sten,o I.

299.95

151.00

djscwasher__ _ I
·I

maxelt
LNC-90 · cassette reg S3.09

-

S2,75 each offer en,. Oct. 15,

-

.~

.

system
'(,reat value on a great
record cleanef. ~
·Reg. S15
with coupon $9.88

Expire• Oct. 15, 1978
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Dell-cut situation

Campus food services offer
wide selection through menus
Foods served on campus range from dill
pickles and doughnuts in the deli to full meals
followed by dessert in Garvey Commons~
The university food service, run by
~later/ ARA, Inc., provides four on-campus
eating places. The dinina- service for dorm
residents is in Garvey Commons, "hile A 'Wood
Center houses the snack bar, deli and Valhalla
Jlc,om .
Garvey offers dorm residents a S185 per
quarter plan that includes 21 meals each week.
Off-campus students pay S200 rper quarter to
eat at Garvey. The on-campus rate averag~s 88
cents per meal. Weekday meals are served
from 7 a.m. - 6 p.m. Serving on weekends
be'gins at 8 a.rn . and runs through 6 p.m·.
The snack bar in Atwood's lower level serves
· a_varied menu Monday through Friday. Hot
breakfast is served at the grill from 7:30 - 10
a.m. Hamburgers, fries, hot dogS and hot
sandwiches are served from 10 a.m. -3:30 p.m.

Early entries
Contlnu9d from page 1

One of . the program's
objectives was · to provide
greater opportunity for social

and academic adjustment to
the campus environment.
Adapting to campus life ·was

Cold ~am, turkey.' roast bc:ef and s~ad
sandwiches are availa~le at the cold sandwich
tabl~ from l~:30 a.m. · 1:30 p.m. Hot foods and
a daily special are served at the steam tab!e
from 11 a.m. · 1:30 p.rn. The snack bar is
closed on weekends.
The Valhalla Room , also on the lower level,
serves coffee and rolls ~m ~ - 11 a.m. A
special luncheon men~ ts ava~able from 11
a,ff!· - 1 P·~· featunng speci~ open-faced
broiled sandwiches among other items. ~er 1
p.m. the room is open for coffee only Until 2:30
p.m.
Submarine sandwiches and hot bagels made
to order are the deli's specialty. -Ba.ted goods,
pop, juice and soup are also available. Sliced
meat and cheese can be bought to take home.
The deli, located on the first floor of Atwood,
is open from 10 a.m. • 10 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. -9 p.m. on Saturdays and noon
- 9 p.m. on Sundays.

increase future summer session clscis selections and the
that p~rticuln student.until he fall rer stration pressure for
or she is admitted to a major - Englis,1 and speech will be
program," Lawson said. ·
decreased.
'(
The program offen ot&er
Evaluating the effectiveness
advantage~ to student.• inthis program is mainly in
cludfbg: a bett, · · chan~ to . the hands
Roger Baer, the
receive first choh. .. classes in program's research director.

I

of

.:::::ee:. i :1ti!~of/!e :Ve:!!8dcin inf:ui

::~allm~~ceth!e
cluamen~• and pla;ce them
ahead
the incoming freshmen; and guaranteed enrolloff campus:
·
ment in Jpeech and English
Providing Individual assis-. during their first quarter.
tance from instructors . and
Program benefits also diradvisers was i.nother objec- ectly affect SCS. The universlty gains state funds to
tive.

made easier by having atu•
dents carry a reduced credit
load and by giving them the
option of living on camt,us or.

of

of

come from Baer's question-

·Daire which program partici.pants completed. '
The Early Enlty Program is
unique to SCS and, 8$ a result,
·other universities are intel'ested · in the results
this ·
pro m, LawlOn, said.
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Friendly Off-Sale Liquot
.

Between NW Bank & House of Pizza
Good ppces as students have d!5covered in the past.
Free Ice with Liquor-Wine-Beer
511 fst South

" Bulldlng and equipment designed with you
In mind."
Facllltles complete
with air-conditioning.
We also offer-Coin-op
<;try clsanlng.

251-7744 ,

WHITE. a.u

tA1/~~R

Two Locations
Comer of 9th Avenue
& 1oth·Street
251-9675

Nowis
the.time to buy

North Village, 1 block
west of North Jr. High
253-8245 ,

, OPEN 8 a:m: to 10 p_m.
. , 7DAYSAWEEK

the waterbed you
have

always wanted.

. . SPECIAL PURCHASE
· from Classic .... the number

one name in floll\tion

. sleeper N products..Our

T~~~~~i!.":tiK:te
Ponderosa unfinished
headboard frame, Classic's
Flotatiqn Sleeper'."
•.

?r:!~x:nife:~~tui-e
~ety
control system. Don't wait,

~:~~1,..sr~~~~frainchecks)'

•, Tw~ ~~~tlons; salons adjoln!ng both White CJ~ud Laund0as

Atlantis

Chantilly

Waterbeds
3602 West Division St.
St. Ooud, MN, 5630i
(252-7941)

l .

·. &auty Salon

Here to Serve, Sf)are and Care

Lutherar, Campus Ministries
MINISJRIES OF THE Lr.A, AELC AND LC-MS Church1:5
Located at 201 Fourth St.So.
~ the s1rNt from Steams and Holes Hall

You can find:

-Good Listeners
~Individual Attention
-Lutheran Communion Worship Services Sundays,
6 PM at Newman Center
·
.
-A program which offers a variety ot oppartunities for spirtual, social,
•educational and personal enrichment.
• , :

-

····~······♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ,

First BIG EVE·NT
.. OPEN HOUSE BAR-8-0,UE~
-~ September,6, 5:00-7:00PM ·
Join us and meet our staff: ·
Jqe Ottoson. ~CA Pastor
Marv Kulman. LC-MS Pastor
Linda Bolland, Program Director
Vonnie Olsen, Staff Assistant
Phyllis Zander, Staff Assistant
,·,
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Special program encompasses 3 area colleges
By f.alle McKemle
SlaffW,tt,t ·

SCS students have the opportunity to simultaneously
attend three different univ~sities.
AccordiI!f to Myron Umetski, co-ordinator of the tricollege program between SCS,
the College of St. Benedict and
St. John's University, there
are no limits on the selection
or number of courses students
can · take on the other campuses. And SCS students pay
SCS tuition, he added.
"Neither college earns
money on this,." Umerski
said. "It's a son of honor

system."
Home students are always
given the first opportunity to
register for. classes , so SCS
students must register after St.
John's or St. Ben's preregistration. In order to
register for a course in the program, a studint must have fus
adviser approve the transaction, regardless of his year in
school. Umerski then receives
the application and takes care
of the transaction between colleges. If there is room in the
course the siudent wishes tb
take he is allowed to enter the
class.
The only criteria a student
must meet to partake in the tri-

Welcome mat out at Alumni House
Freshmen whose parents attended SCS are invited to a
" New Sons and Daughters" reception Thursday at the Alumni •
House, according to Tom MacGillivray, alumni director.
Other activities also are being scheduled tQ include students,
MacGillivray said. A Student Alumni Association was recently
organized. Members will give tours and assist university visitors. ·
The Alumni House hosts a variety of people; visiting faculty, lecturers, prospective faculty and entertainers frequent the
house's upstairs. Besides housing two students who will live
there and serve as watchmen, the upsiairs has room for six overnight visitors .
The house is also open to students and faculty for recep., tions, meetings and dinners on a first come-first serve basis. The
association will cater to groups , but because of the limited
facilities only small dinners are recommended.
"We have the. potential for more space," MacGillivray
said. "The basement is presently dingy and musty, but if. fixed
up it would make an excellent meeting room.''.
.
The rest of the house is attr&ctive and well kept, however.
Built in 1924, ir was owned by only two families before the state
purchased it. The first owner was C.B. Lewis, brother of author
Sinclair Lewis. The second owners were tile Atwood family .
MacGillivray said he encourages students to tour the Alumni House ~d recommends it for gro~ps because of the privacy it
offers.
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college program is to be a fulltime undergraduate degree
candidate (minimum of 12
credits per quarter). Summer
classes are not included on the
program.
Because St. Ben's and St.
John 's are on a semester
schedule, students encounter
some problems.
•'The mechanics are a problem, but not co~peration,"
Umerski said. "Classes aren't
on the hour like ours and you
can tie up four hours looking
for an hour-long course due to
the transportation problems.
That 's why there aren't many
students on this program. "
"The problem is traditionaJ

and found in schools across
the country which are attempting to use the - same
program," he added.
The program began in 1973
and the statistics have remained on a consistent pattern.
Usually . only nine SCS
students are involved in the
program while 48 students
from St. John's or St. Ben's
participate . • The education
courses and some specialized
business courses are very
popular for visiting students,
Umerski said. Last year some
students were brought to SCS,
for a special education class.
Due to the semester vs.
quarter system, SCS students

earn 6 credits for taking a
course on another campus and
St. John's and St. Ben 's
students earn three credits for
a four,<redit course taken at

scs.

Umerski said that both
schools have been good &bout
accommodating SCS students
and that the program has been
successful for those students
who use it.

•---------------------------Fashion for the way you live ...

$300
.

off

any regular-priced
purchase of
,

US or

BRAUN'S
CROSSROADS CENTER ONLY

~oupon good thru sept. 30th

~----~----------------------St. .Cloud .
Munic~pal Sports Center
_ A Division

oj St. Cloud

Park and Recreation Department_
5001 8th Street North

Regular

(Just West of V.A: Hospital)

L---~!.~..!~.!I~!":~!!'~~:..~·----'

YwrYs HrxnlEntertainment Center -

WELCOMETO ST. CLOUD
Visit us for inspirationai
BOOKS
RECORDS
-POSTERS & CARDS
BIBLES
GIFTS & JEWELRY
WEDDING SUPPLIES

or s.c.s.u.

Home
·

l;fockey and liasebal Huskies

Home of St. Cloud Figure.Skating Club
· Recreational Ice·Skating
rental equlpmentavallable

GRANlrlfeooK & ·
BIBLE HOUSE ·INC.
117 Stll Ave. So.
Downtown on 5th Ave.
St. Cloud, MN 56301
252-3025
•

more

25366llJ
Your Sport and lnfwirlation Number
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Handicapped
Continued !rom

p~g• 1

Recreation will continue to be a ma-

pliance,. he Said. State monies for su~h
renovat!on ~~. be used o~y . m
academic fa~1hucs, not dorm1ton~,
1 funds to make Eastman accessible " st~d~nt union s or food service
Jones said.
•
'
bmldmgs.
The state appropriated SI .5 million
~~wevcr, .Jones said, those arc the
to be divided among a)J state facilities buildmgs which need the most work at
this year. SCS has .not yet been SCS .. The 504. co~mittec is trying to
allocated a specific amount of money. obta.m sta.tc university system funds for
"It's 1ust a drop in a bucket, you those proJects.
know, to what we need," Jones said.
"We:v~ been. doing..somc things. as
State and federal law's require that money 1s avatlable,
Jones said.
qualified students be admitted to the "Most of the curb Cuts arc done and
programs of their choice and that all we have a good supply of parking
buildings be accessible to the ·handi- spots."
capped. This accessibility stipulation
He also said that restroom facilities
presents a problem in adapting oldci for ~he h_andi~ppcd have been installbuildings, according to Jones.
ed m Rivcrv1.cw and Stewart Halls .
$CS is C\lrrcntly operating under a Campus ramps and elevators also need
transition plan as it strives for com- , work, but fundi!lg poses a problem, he

~o:idc~~~~e~r

.

conservauve estimate smce many remain unidentified.
·
_
Jones c;aid lhat the primary problems
fli_or the handicapped at SCS are inadetjuate in formation services and inaccessible recrcatjonal facilities.
'.fhc ~niversit)'._S04 committe(:, which
pnmanly works toward compliance
with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, hopes to establish a permanent office to distribute in(ormation and attempt to solve problems.
Somc recr~tional events have been
scheduled for the handicapped in Atwood Center and Halcnbcck Hall, but
Jones said the buildings arc not fully
acces§iblc.

~•~titwt~ai3:et

g:m:

~aid. A · typi~ ram{) 1..'fflt! ...aps,rQX"-unately $6,0CXJ and a new clCVator runs
S100.0CXJ. according to Jones.
, "We've got some problems, but it's
not impossible," he said.
Jones said he is optimistic about the
possibilities of eventual establishment
~f an information office, the complct~on of building projects and th..: conunued interaction with individual handicappcd students. He re-emphasized
that services arc available but will not
' be forced on anyone.
"We want them to be jwt as independent as anybody else and only
1providc services where they're absolutcly necessary," Jones said.

Med~
Continued from page 1

. Beca~ 8 portion of the student activity fee funds KVSC's operation,
Eichtcn invites students to stop by and see how their money is spent, or jwt to see
''what's happenina.''
'
"Fifteen seconds to air, quiet in the studio; ready to come up on camera
four ... mikc and cue talent; take it!"
This is what you ·might btar sitting in the director's booth just prior to a
University Tele-Video System (UTVS) news production.
UTVS began in the spring of 1976.to give students hands-on experience in
television, according to Ruth Thompson, UTVS president.
Participants range from freshmen to seniors, and students need not be mass
communications majors to get involved, Thompson said.
"Students cari get involved by attending the w~kly meetings ~d news productions. We'll teach-them how to run camera, how to report. or whatever,'' she
said.
•
The news production. is on"e-half hour of campus and _community news,
wcitther and sports, produced once each week-. Starting the second weeic of fall
quarter, the news production will be shown in the Atwood sunken lounge and on
Channel 2, cable television, according to Thompson. Toe exact day and times
have not been decided yet.
..
_
.
Other UTVS productioQS arc Rubber Cement, a Studcnl-run Comedy show
and Spot Light, an entertainment program featuring local talent.
UTVS uses the mass communications television studio in the Performing
Ans Center.
Interested studc;nts arc encour,aged to ~top by tb,c 1.J:TVS office, located in
.222N Atw~. according to Thompson. .
·
,
.

It's not uncommon, to walk in the Claronlde office. 136 Atwood, and see
reporters at a number of typewriters frantically pounding out copy for the next
edition.
The Cbroak' .i.s published twice each week, except fOr quarter breaks and
holidays, with a total of fifty-two editions.
"We try to inform SCS of community and campus events and try to entertain, as well, which is something 1 work for," said Editor Jeanine Ryan. "We
persuade through our editorials and also serve a selling f\lnction ."
The Chronicle also provides a forum for readers to express their opinions
through letters to the editor, according to Ryan.
The editors ..d~idc what stories will appear in the next Chronicle.
"You have 1:o play God in what you're going to tell the campus about,"
Ryan said.
On Wednesday evenings and Sunday afternoons the Chronicle staff gathers
to "paste-up" the papcr,·mcaning to physically put the paper together. Paste-up
usually takes a long time and provides many Huie frustrations, according to
Ryan .
·
" ~ editois usually put in from 30-40 hours a week," Ryan said. "We arc
trying to put our a professional product but many people don't take it seriously,''
she ~:'1~ajority of Cbroalcle Staff members" are mass communications majors,
but it is not a requirement, according to Ryan.
"We encourage anyone to come in. Jwt walk in ihc door, say you want to
get involved, and y.'C'll give you something to do."

\.N9w that you're pregn,a nt,
what will yau dot

'

'·
"available t o - " ' any-·
color, ciNd,
maritol ototus

y.., can cau'IIIRTHRIGHT, a ·" -

--.-- ...

~ -'i~ng
a,

.,1thapr~Pf91111CfflCY. Rap

Welcome Students

··

canfldenflal' help, a ' friend In

need. ·

,.

.,

.

-,re .
.

.

...

.

_During fall quarter, why not stop down at the·
Grand Mantel for lunch; serving. ., from 11 a.in_
.
''
~ movies Tuesdays.!lnd Thursdays and

-greaten~t ~~ week,

.-.. .I.,..lalliWS/XDalfy-·
' ,

;;~L;tt
Ask us for al:Mce. • ·
want to help make running enjoyable for YOU.

We

old

·Grand
· mantel
aloon

S

.,.

w..w..&epiacea
.

4woban

~Uahtflil ...,.,·

•

1eneroa1 drlnb

•

almmphere

·W• ace.pt MASTUI CHIUIGE & VISA.

9::!>-6:00Dally
Fridaytll 9:00

51411/ell Germain

. ,251-6600

.&re$taurant

Fifth aad St. Germain
Dowmtaln
St. Cloa~ Mn.

Freshmen photo poll
Why did you decide
to attend SCS?

"BecaUN

It'• Ilk• an hour drive from my houN and It'• a good bu1ln.., 1Ch6ot."

(Jim

Tay~r, C,lumb'9 Helghts)-"Well, 'caun It had da.... I want to take and It's not rul
fat from homa." (E~lli Eaton, Mlrinatonka]
_
.
.
_

.....

I don't tnow. I Jutt Ha !t. I Ht.. the 1urroundtnp ■nd
.,Utter, P.umavllle]
·
·

etuit. It;, ridl

too big. " [Paul

17 ■ -•T....... ~ I, 1171
>hC, , ; , ,:,:,•• ,~t-l . , a~•,·7'. ,~?; ·1,('•'

...,._It ..

..
~ than the U ■nd well, I'm only going IMre 1prob■bty' for
twe ~ tor ~
al ectuc■ tlon ." (Mite DeRubell, Anobl

, ~hotos by Michelle Kunz

"II offered ",ny major, Which is art. ·1 vlllted befora,,and It • • Juel
what, ... ktoldng 'for. II INffll llktp. tun place._'' (JNn Tremel.-

Minnetonka!

o-_.~

."My-and oome
heve gone to It
Ind they Aid It WU a pretty good tchool. It Ml a
' ~ butlneu IChool and th1t'1 what I' m lnt.,..led

In, io I .1lu1lln]

to come

_d .." (Mike Long-II~,

IRecycle··. 'k~de . Recyclel
Page 18B-TUffda¥ 1 Sept91nber 5, Ulla

BEAUDREAU'S BAR
414 E. St. Germain
(East St. Cloud)

. .Don't.1.-ve
. .home

(

withoatlt!
..,,, __

.
Main
Office ·
~

Auto Bank.
South of U.S. Post Office .

-Sartell '.()ffic;e.

·-

~ 2ndSt.&~thAve.

' • · FREE-CHECKING available with a minimum balarice or •

w.oo.

.

• For your convience we offer 2-4 t\t)IJR SERVICE at our
AlTTOBANk.
.

·251-7110 ·

--~~

~II

II
.
,_________,.
·~-=~ ~

will meet In Eastmen Hall Hall
aouth gym . Cost : $10.65.
MIKEY-'CAN'T - WAIT TO
wait to see you and tape up your
desk. Just remember whose name
Is above whose In the mastheadwheelll
Glenzy.
DON JUAN FROM P.L and
M•LOOKING FORWARDI!- Melby Gniels from KimbaH town, get
to trading wild & exotic stories at
your .buns back to booking, you too
0 .8. Searles. Your former arts
Herg,e.
ed:~~lgl~IY LOVE YOUR '."'a':i~:{u~ ~ ~~t!,;~::di~~
storlea- start polllhlng up for in the corner again

pas~:,=

=~em=~=eo~=l~n t!!!:'i~g~
ton-Glenn baby

,.,;::~:~~,... ~""'A';!::,~-:,,~

(

Inimediate Operimg
Chrorucle Typesetter
$2.65/hour
Apply 136 Atwood Center

onent111on

1~

)

Employment

about the empty mailbox but the ·
EMPLOYMENT .... A FALL
onlythlngJ-atudentsknowhowto quaner: WaltrllNI, cooks and
wrh• are lett. . hom! for money, drlveri. Evening hours ... •ped.··
~f""helNS, ! will try-love Newmaro Terrace Pizza.
• t;o.
f"wouLD LIKE TO WEL· 1st Avenue. Apply In pe ,n at
Turntable, Thor90s T0-18S with
Shure M95 Cer:trklge. ~150 new) come the ctew back aboard- main de"• . Newman Cen•
175 Reel to fleet tape deck Sanaul
Many kudos and thanks to thole
S~7000 ($7CXJ new) $250; Dolby, who got me through the sum me,.
Teac AN-80, ($1150 now) 180;
RICK- CAN'T WAIT · 1'0
HNdphonN, Kou,· CS36 new) have you III my · next-door
$20. Alm> tapN $1
NC:h.
ne~hbor. Looking forward to
Ewwythlng·ln excellent condlOori. . borrow rig • cup of suga(', - 21S
S875takel all. 25,5-.7.we for John, North lhoe.
MY DARLING BROTHER
IN\le meeaage.
Richard N., get y&ur record
)
(
t~~hf;'ln8.!!,~
1
_
•
Kerr-Burt Lancater ordeal . . car,

=.5 ~$32S~~PNk.=;:r:

vau.-,.... _,_

_ Hot 'n JuJcy Hamburgers ...

w:!t~!. ':myo~UCS:~~

10 help

~~~owmightSept. 16"17.

P.S.

Don't forget the

~J;~ '~l~,:';~A~?.

=~ ~~;'ri~

the atreet comer hun't been the

VOLU1ffD11 LIADEl8 AIID

=tsT=

Mer'Wzlll'S

=• •:av::
=•

"!'anted

J;,~I ~~~ i.AST

fRO~

· NIGHT? )'Vould )'OU really like to •
enjoy a night's sleep? Come on
,-'-------down Fifth Avenue Watert>edl
Md we will arrange fOf' you one
)
(
_
.1-ttention ,,
= - - o ~ w : ! ' ~ * on ~ur
one crdit per QU8'1et. Cell 251 ......

nti

CIIA.QIA TIIAVIIJng Disco
Show- absok.lu,ty the lateat disco
music I.or weddings, parties, reunions
or fo, any occasion, done by profes,sional Disco Jodc, best rates. Contact
Di9co Beb, 253-9122,

PI.Alfl'SNIIDHOMli■,too. Buy

some 11 the Atwood main desk.
Verious kinds available, indudes
hanging pots.:.
■ IFOaE YOU ■ A y 1T•8
lost, checl,:: al the Atwood main deslc
for any lost articles.

~~~-=
.-. t:=ret!.~

c..

io'tt!'~=~ ·

,'twood main. dNII'
DON"T ·QO HOME WITH•
out buyklg a magazine from th..
wide aaortment available • the
AtwQod main delk.
.
-..........,ORDER YOUR 1ffl fCIU
Y•r~ Nowt Only 1,000 booka
yrRI be aokl • $10. ,ReNrve your
oopf'wltttal5downpayment.AII
orderl mUll be gun by Sept. 2'·
,

. ~,
(

PersQD8]s

·· - · --:waCOMe:'
luck to. 1h11

AND

Arm•ronv

.

)

■ laTHDAY

~AIRYDESS£Rf

E.J •

f=

- : . . . _ . . NOi' 10 go
through any more screens.
11 1
Meet me at the Big C for • pitcher of

w:,.:-: ~n~/ !
Blab,

•

TO 11Y f&LOlf .adents:
Hent'J to I geet y,mr in the apt. Wht
fun!

~=t~_;:•
~='.
_.

NOW am YOU aaP LAST
...n1 Would vou A1111V like to 81l~ nlght'a slaepl Come on down to

• · .,,_.:~

GOOD

ano1her on your wry own watarbedl

h111cti-:=-'.;':rc::'~

Cl- of .... toWhaels.1twasafunaum1?W. huh7
aaraY, rra YGU11 , . _ to

1~. Pta:m the AHi . ClaN of

t~RONNY NOPLU:. ARE
,.. '"""'· "' do

...-.-..:.CCJ11811Aiulations on
your loss. Nobody likes a fat editor.
Love and kisses vour favorite ass ed.
II08Bl Vaelllll HM finally
made the personals-looking forward
to a greet v,er. Last was just a warm
up. I am looking for nfNI carpeting
without soot so we continue our interior decorating, Glenn, P. S .
Nathaniel a Spot miss you.
CHIIGIIICLE GANG - IF I can'1
write 'Why ME7/r' How about " You
100 cen have a coronary"?
JEANINE - I AM DORI-...
11111HDAY 81111T11181 to 'Launt
Bntno\ on 1!8f 8th birthday.

HAPPY

to be taken • t 4:30 Sharp .
Sponsored by lhe Sl udent Alumni
Au:,clltlon .
Thi Illusion Theater or.-nt•
ORLANDO, ORLANDO at B p.m .
PAC Siege I Sept . 12. T~ etl
avallable at the Atwood main
desk . Gre • with ID, Sponsored by
UPB Performing ARTS .

.-------------------~

STEREO EQUIPMENT :
Amplltter, PlonNr SA.eaoo Int►
grated, 110 watts per c:hann~,

~

~

~;a1

~~= i~1:!~~:8:~~~·~~

utllHlel paid, ~7118.

~

Reception to honor all Alumnl
A. CA.SOOSE. FIIOM ntE: 8:15
Express out of Owa1onna, Hang loose AuoelaOon Khol•rshlp wlnn.,.
at the Alumn i House at 4-5 p.m .
a~t;~E~ ; :t~:~ th
0Nyour Thursday . Sponsored by lhe
heel-toesoviecantwo-stepatpaste- Studenl Alumni Auociallon .
Reception to honor the new
~~~~'.9°n· P.S. Shut the hell up frHhmen
aons •nd Claught.,. of
FIIITZ:HOPEYOUKAD luninCol· •lumnl at the Alumni House at
orado. now come home and wa.ter 4-5 p.m , Thursday. Group photos
your plant and attend 10 the JOb

, , . - - - - - - - - )· (meets Tuesda y evenings 6:».
(
Housing
8:30 p.m .), begins Sept. 19.

GIRLS TO SHARE ~PART•
0 5 ~ ~· Available
WANTED: TWO GIRLS TO
Share houae with two others
lmmecUately. Good location, $80
au utllltles paid. 253-6432 after 3.
ONE GIRL TO SHARE
with two others. Own room, $79
plus electrlelty. Southmoor II
apartments, 252-8736.
SINGLE ROOMS, APART•
ments, male or fernate; turnllhed,

,..... ,... ............ ,.,.

".5M'?

KARATE- 11, AN INTEIMI!

diate kanle/Nlf-defenaa. daN.
For thoN who've alr911dy teun
Karata I -,cl would Uk• lo.
continue their training for ctedh.
Begln1 Wedneeday, Sept. 20,
8:30 at e.tmen Hall m>uth gym .
Register first dMI meetingcome ·ee,1y-ctM1 sln llmlted.
Coat; $10.&5.
KARATE I FOR CREDlT:
Sect.ion 1 (meel:s •Monday and
Wedneeday 10-11 .Lm.), begins
8
~
(~~~
Lm .), begins Sept. 19; Section 3

4n~~nlay,

:-'

they',. standing in

--nwia ...,t

to
lbOIJt the. bJM end- for the

me1e...
,
IIAII I.OU; tlOOD - - Ka,en

.10---~nt~!s~
H,H,

■'!,'el~~~-·~·

.
=A~ =~!!"'--:-

e,-dllel en.,...._,t you provided.
Next time yau're loou'lg tor a room--

.

I

,,

II

..
-. .-:;

~~i~ I

womanl You're the ■ESI' 8V9rll·
TOM .. . KAaEN ■ UM•
■ Ll ■ IE, ·get BUZZED , but
watch those~III
IIAfllON M: WELCOME to
Haven House, hOm8 • of Alpha-NoOate-A, but NEVER say no1l\o a date,
we mean.I

I

.

.

----'° ---.•....•.•.•••........
&:,

I

I

•

FROSTY

•

DMIYDESIDT

Now .. Wmdy'•

CROSSRc;>A~S CENTER

- Old Fashioned Ham- I

I

15'ollothlck.rlchF....,,.
-~u~~•xplrn~_~1.11nl

c,

-.- .--- . -·11·

Order Cable TV Now

For A FREE

'
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:

'

Smoke Alarm

:

'
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MOI\E TO SEE ON ST. CLOUD CABLE TV
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· Ch11ael 2 - Local Education
CIIHNI 3 - Christian Broadcasti■ g
Networlc
Ch■ 11111I 4 - WCCO. Mi■-polis
Clll■NI 5 ~ KSTP, Mi■-polis
Cbaiul 6 - Wntller/ M_■disoa Square
Gardea Sports

Cha...l 7 - KCMT, Alexalllril .
ChanNI 8 - WTCG. Atlanta
Cha-I 9 - KMSP. Mi■-po6s
Ch■■ NI 1D- KTCA, Mi■-po6s
CIIIINI 11 - WTCN. Mi■ieapolii
ClllnNI 12 - WGN, Chicago
Clll■NI 13 - iCOAL D■leth

Home Box Office

-

•

I

,.

~

:,,

:MOVIES

MacARTHUR - . -.o,aY DdRFIELD - THE
«;AUNTLET - THE APPLE DUMPLING GANG
SMOKEY and THE BANDIT- SILVER S.TREAK
PATTON - you LIGHT UP MY LIFE - AMERICAN
GRAFFITI - JESOS CHI\_IST SUPERSTAR
ISLAND IN THE STREAM
MORE, MO,EI

---

----•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

,.,

I I _t
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•
•

•
•
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SP~CIALS

NEIL-DIAMOND:.. · TOM JONES - TINA 'R.IRN.ER
GEORGE CARLIN - CHEVY CHASE and MOREi -

Ill

ID

•
•
•
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and
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GENERALEL'ECTRIC
!!DMESENTRY
..
SMOKE ALARM
•• -

• . - FIIEE!
.
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.

;

.....,._#
.·.,
~
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...... ·- ·- . ~'
•
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•2. s00 R•ti!uv1u
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FREE.I.
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-- General Television. Inc. ■
- -

\3--: ·....::.",~ ..

.

.

.

1.
.
' - -1 YEAR WARRAJiri .1
. ULAPPROVED - •
. BATTE~INCLUDED

•

----.
•
•
•
•

--L \:.:...,_.,~ -- --Order. Qoth Basic Cable.-- - an~ _H:BO N.ow ;and Get A· -- ~-:
.'.·'GE·Smoke·Alirm _FREE - .
•
@
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CALL GTV CASLE -

252-8100

-

You Pay Only $ 10 .00 lnsta.llation11nd Subscribe for 8t Least 60 Days
' .
~

.

. '

Ce.ntennial Plaza::_ St . Cloud -

25'2-81 00

(Only In ·cable Area • expires 9 ; 29-78)

•
•
•
•

